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Abstract
Tem poral discretization methods for evolutionary d ifferentia l equations that fac­
torize the resolvent in to a product o f easily computable operators have great nu­
merical appeal. For instance, the alternating direction im p lic it (AD I) method o f 
Peaceman-Rachford for 2-D parabolic problems greatly reduces the simulation tim e 
when compared w ith  the Crank-Nicoison scheme. However, like many other factor­
ized approximation methods th a t exhibit numerical s tab ility , the A D I method is 
known to satisfy only the Von Neumann s tab ility  condition, a necessary condition 
th a t is usually surmised as sufficient in practical cases as pointed out by Lax and 
Richtmyer. Intensive efforts have been directed to understand the Von Neumann 
condition, e.g. by John, Lax and Richtmyer, Lax, Lax and Wendroof, and Strang. 
T h e ir way o f investigation is to find conditions under which the Von Neumann 
condition becomes sufficient for stability. Recently, we found a factorized temporal 
approxim ation method and a well-posed problem for which the method is unsta­
ble bu t satisfies the Von Neumann stab ility  condition. However, the method s t ill 
exh ib its  excellent numerical s tab ility  even for large tim e step sizes.
Thus, to better understand the Von Neumann condition, we investigate the 
re la tion between s ta b ility  and convergence in  directions not covered by the Lax 
equivalence theorem which equates the s tab ility  w ith  convergence for a ll in it ia l val­
ues under some uniform  consistency condition. To do tha t, we extend the Trotter- 
K a to  theorem and the Chem off product formula to possibly unstable “spatia l”  
and “ temporal”  approximations and indicate how our results can be used for some 
unstable factorized approxim ation methods.
iv
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1 Introduction
In th is dissertation we consider single step temporal approximation methods for 
the evolutionary system
u'(t) =  Au(t) ,  t >  0,
(1.1)
u ( 0 ) = /€ D ( .4 ) ,
where A  is a closed linear operator in a Banach space E,  and D(A)  denotes the 
dom ain o f A. Single step temporal approximation methods o f the form
un+[ =  V'(A t )un (1.2)
approximate the solution at time (« +  l)A f  by applying an operator V’ (A i)  to the 
approximate solution un at tim e n \ t .  For a ll approxim ation procedures, the final 
goal is “fast”  convergence o f the approximate solutions to  the true solution.
The convergence o f the approximate solutions computed by the method (1.2) 
depends not only on the operators V(At ) ,  but clearly on the operator .4 and the 
regularity o f the in it ia l values o f the solutions as well. In this dissertation, we 
restrict ourselves to  linear problems which are well-posed (see [9, 17, 28]) in  the 
sense tha t the spatia l operator .4 is a Co-semigroup generator in the Banach space 
E,  and we restrict the solution o f the Cauchy problem (1.1) to classical ones which 
are defined as follows.
Definition 1.1 A continuously differentiable function  u ( - ) : [0, oo) -> E  which takes 
values in  D (A )  and satisfies the Cauchy problem ( L I )  is called a solution o f (1.1).
The emphases o f th is  dissertation are
1
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•  to investigate approximation methods which are stable in senses weaker than 
the classical one (see below), but s t i l l  strong enough to im ply convergence for 
a large set o f in it ia l values, and
•  to investigate “benefits” of weakened s tab ility  requirements w ith  regard to 
the final goal o f a ll approximations —  “fast" convergence.
Since these “benefits”  are the major m otivation o f this dissertation research, we 
describe some o f them in  th is in troductory chapter.
Before we proceed, we would like to lis t some additional notations used in this 
dissertation. The range o f an operator .4 is denoted by R(A), and D{.4°°) :=  
n~=lD(An). We denote by L (E) the set o f bounded linear operators on a Banach 
space E. Here we call an operator L  bounded i f  i t  is bounded on a dense subset 
o f E, and we identify it  w ith  its unique bounded extension to E. We denote the
Jf'
everywhere defined (and hence bounded) resolvent o f a closed linear operator .4 by 
R(A,.4) :=  (A —-4)-1 , and we denote by p(A)  :=  {A 6  C  : (A — .4)-1 6  L(£?)} the 
resolvent set o f .4. The letters N , R  and C , respectively, denote the set o f positive 
integers, the set o f real numbers, and the set o f complex numbers. Moreover, 
No :=  N  U {0 }, and R + :=  [0,oo).
1.1 Notions of Stability
I t  is well known that the convergence o f the approximate solutions computed by 
the method (1.2) depends very much on the s tab ility  o f the method, th a t is, the 
uniform  norm-boundedness o f the powers o f the operators V(At) .  Th is  dependence 
was firs t recognized in  1928 by Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy in th e ir im portan t
2
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paper [6], and la ter characterized (first by Lax in  a seminar ta lk  at New York 
University in January 1954) in the following theorem reformulated from a result in 
an 1956 paper o f Lax and Richtmyer [15, pp. 273-275].
T h e o re m  (L a x  E q u iva le n ce  T h e o re m ) Let S be the Co-semigroup generated by 
-4. Assume that a one-parameter fam ily  o f bounded linear operators V  :=  {V { t )  : 
f €[0.<f|} with V(0) =  I  satisfies the uniform consistency condition
lim  =  A S ( t ) f  (1.3)
uniform ly f o r t  in compact intervals fo r  each f  €. D (  A ). Then the follow ing state­
ments are equivalent.
( i ) bni V''(£/n)'‘ /  =  S ( t ) f  uniform ly fo r  t € [0 ,!r ] fo r  each T  >  0 and f  €.E.
( i i)  For any T  >  0 and compact subset E c C E ,  l im l / ( t / f i ) '1/  =  S { t ) f  uniform ly  
fo r  ( t , f ) e [ 0 , T \ x E c .
( iii)  The fam ily o f bounded operators V  is stable in  the sense that there exists an 
increasing positive function M(- )  such that fo r  any T  >  0
\ \V(t)n\\ < M { T )  (1.4)
fo r  those (n, t) 6  N  x  [0, J] with n t 6  [0, T ] .
Proof: (i)=»(iii). Let T  >  0. Since l im V ( t / n ) nf  =  5 ( f ) /  un ifo rm ly for t G[0,!T] 
fo r a ll f e E ,  we obtain tha t supx<^tep T]||V '(t/n ) ', / | |  <  oo for each f e E .  By the 
uniform  boundedness princip le (see [38], pp. 201), supx < ^ 0 ,T l l l^ (V « )n|l <  OO* 
For each T  >  0, le t St  :=  { (n ,f)  6  N  x  [0 ,T ] : t / n  <  5}, and define a positive
3
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function M  : T  M ( T )  =  sup(n <)eS7. ||V "(f/rt)"||. Since St C.St > for T  <  T \  the 
function M (-) is increasing. Let (n,£) G N x[0 ,5 ] w ith  n t€ [0 ,T ].  Then (n, ri t )€.Sr-  
Thus, by the defin ition o f the function M (-),
||V(t)”|| =  m n t / n r w  <  M ( T ) ,
which is statement ( ii) .
(iii)=> (ii). For /G -D (-4 ), T  >  0, and ( /t ,£ )6 N x [0 ,5 ] w ith  t <  T,
\ \ V { t / n ) ' f - S ( t ) / \ \  < E?.1||V (i)iS(S“ i ) / - V , ( i ) i- |S(“ ±l«)/ll
= S?., r ( i / " r l[V(t/«) -  S(t/n)lS(=?()/ll 
<  S X , -V /(T )||[K (f/» ) -  S((/n)]S (*f f ) / | | ,  
where the last inequality is due to the s tab ility  condition (1.4). Then, from the 
above inequality, we can further obtain
IM *r /-S (t) /l|  <  i S1|A/(T ) | | [ ( !2 it '- .4 ) - (a i i i - .4 ) ]S (^ ) / l l
<  t M l T ) ^ l \ \ l ( ^ - A ) - ( S- i i t L - A ) ] S ^ t ) f \ \  (1.5)
< T.V/(T) * ‘P ||[ ( !^ ti- . 4 ) - (Sliti-_4)|S(s=il)/||.
From the uniform  consistency condition (1.3), i t  follows that
J i s  “ f =  »• a-«>
The Co-semigroup S also satisfies the uniform  consistency condition, since for each 
f € D ( A )  and T  >  0,
\ \M d S ( t ) f - A S m \  =  l | S ( t ) ( ^ 7 - - 4 / ) | |
<  s u p ^p j^  ||S(£)|| * | | ^ ~ 7  — -4 /||.
4
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Then we have tha t U m suP | | ( 5(-t/"n> '  —A ) ^ ( ~ ~ 0 / l l  =  0> which, together w ith  
(1.6), implies th a t lim  | | [ ( ^ - . 4 )  -  ( ^ - . 4 ) ]  S ( ^ t ) /  
from  (1.5) tha t fo r f E D ( A ) ,
=  0. We obtain
„ l im | | V ' ( < / " ) " / - S ( f ) / | | = 0  (1.7)
unifo rm ly for f € [0 ,T ].
For n €  N  and t g  [0, <£], let L n(t) =  V ( t / n ) n — S(t). Then, the uniform  
convergence in  (1.7) implies that Hm L n( t ) f  =  0 un ifo rm ly for t g  [0 ,T ] for each 
/g D ( .4 ) .  And the s tab ility  condition (1.4) provides us the inequality ||I„ (£ ) || <  
2M (T ) .  Now, for a compact subset Ec,  and e >  0, there exist k =  k(e) elements 
f i  > h ,  • • • - A- €  E c  such tha t for any / g  £ c , there exists / , ,  g  { / i , />, • • •, /*..} w ith  
| | /  — f i j || <  c /8 M ( T ) .  Since D(A)  is dense in E,  there exist <j\, </•>, •••,</* g  D(A)  
such that SUP ||gi — /,|| <  f / 8 M ( T ) .  Since l im £ „ ( t ) /  =  0 uniform ly fo r 16 [0 ,T ]
for each /  €  D (A ) ,  i t  follows that lim  SUP J |£ „(£)</,-1| =  0 uniform ly for t g  [0 ,T ]. 
Then there exists N  =  Ar(e) such that for n >  iV, SUP SUP ||£„(f)</,|| <  e/2. Now,
‘€[0.71 l<i<*
for f £ E c , £ 6 [0 ,T ], and n >  iV(e),
sup l|£ » (f)/l| <  sup [ ||£ .( ‘ ) ( / - / j, ) | | 4 - | | £ . ( t ) ( / i, - j , , ) | |  +  | |£ . ( ‘ )<ri,||]
i€[0.T] t6[0,T] 1 1
<  sup 
»e[o,r] K i C f c
I IM O II ■ ( | | / —/ i r || +  ||f i f - a i /W )  +  s u p J |L „ (£)</,• | 
<  2iV/(T) (e/8M { T )  +  e/8M ( T ) )  +  e/2
=  f.
which proves statement ( ii) .
(ii)=> (i). The im p lica tion  is obvious.
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Statement (iii) o f the Lax equivalence theorem is the classical defin ition o f 
s ta b ility  for general tim e dependent problems. Now we give two characterizations 
o f it .
Proposition 1.1 L e t { V ( t )  : ££[0,5]} be a one-parameter fam ily o f bounded linear 
operators with V(0) =  I . The following statements are equivalent.
( i ) There exists an increasing positive function  .V/(£) such that ||V(<)n|| <  M (n t )  
fo r  a ll (n , t) £ N  x  [0, 5].
(i i) There exists an increasing positive function M(- )  such that || V '(i)" || <  M ( T )  
fo r  any T  >  0 and (n, t) £ N  x  [0,5] with nt £  [0, T ] .
( iii)  There exist 6-dependent positive constants G and ui such that fo r  a ll ££[0,5],
Proof: (i)=>(ii): Let T  >  0. For (n,£) 6 N x [0 ,(5 ] w ith  rt££ [0 ,T ’], statement (i) 
implies tha t ||V, (£)n|| <  M (n t ) .  Since M ( t )  is an increasing function o f £, i t  follows 
th a t M (n t )  <  M (T ) .
( ii)= > (iii): The inequality (1.8) obviously holds for t =  0. So, we proceed to prove 
(1.8) for the case t >  0.
Let T  =  25, and le t a/ =  In M ( T ) .  Then e0-owr =  M (T ) .  I t  follows from 
statement (ii) that ||V(£)$1|| <  M ( T )  since [y]£ <  T , where [y ] denotes the largest 
integer less than j .  B u t e0‘5fa'r  =  M ( T ) ,  so we have
(1.8)
H ^ W ^ I I  <  e0-5" 7, <  =  e ^ 1'
Ti o.iwrti r  r - t
6
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Since T  =  2S, we obtain from  the above inequality th a t
where the second inequality holds because t <  5. For notational s im plic ity, let 
N  =  N{S,t)  :=  [y ] .  Then the above inequality becomes
||F(i)-v | |< e 'v“ '. (1.9)
Now, for any n 6  N , there exist k, m 6  No such th a t n — k N  +  rn and rri <  N.  
Thus.
IIV 'W II =  l|V (t) ‘ A,+” || <  ||V '(0'v ||‘  ■ l|C (< n i-  (1-10)
Since m <  .V =  [ y ]  <  y , we obtain tha t mt <  26. Then i t  follows from  statement
(ii)  that ||V^(i)m) || <  M(2S),  which, together w ith (1.10), implies tha t
||V(t)'||<iV(2i)||V'(l)JV||*.
Now, i t  follows from (1.9) tha t [|X^(i)ra|| <  M(2S)eklW~t <  •V/(25)efUJ<. Setting 
G =  A /(2(5). we obtain statement (iii) from  the above inequality.
(iii)=S>-(i): Statement (i) follows by setting M (t )  =  G e nut. □
In view o f the equivalence o f the s tab ility  o f the method (1.2) and the con­
vergence o f the method fo r a ll in itia l values in  the space E  under the uniform  
consistency condition (1.3), there are two possible ways to  proceed w ithou t risking 
losing convergence while weakening stability . They are
•  strengthening the consistency condition (1.3), a nd /o r
7
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•  restricting the set o f in it ia l values for which the approximation methods w ill 
converge.
We do not choose to strengthen the consistency condition, since the uniform  con­
vergence requirement in  the uniform  consistency condition is already strong when 
compared w ith  the follow ing consistency condition which is usually used in practical 
numerical computations [40].
D e f in it io n  1.2 A temporal approximation scheme {V ( f)  : t €  [0, ri]} o f linear op­
erators V{t)  defined on D  C D(A)  with Vr(0) =  I / u is called consistent on D  
i f  l i m =  .4 / / o r  a l l f e D .
So, in this dissertation, we choose to restrict the set o f in it ia l values instead of 
try ing  to strengthen the consistency. Let us explain why such a restriction is both 
practically acceptable and m athematically appropriate.
I t  is usually the case in  actual numerical computations or in the m athemati­
cal study o f Cauchy problems modeled from evolutionary systems in sciences or 
engineering tha t the in it ia l values o f the problem are in the domain o f A.  I t  is well- 
known that when the in it ia l value /  is not in the domain o f .4, the meaning o f the 
solution o f the Cauchy problem (1.1) has to be interpreted in  the tem porally non­
differential sense o f m ild  solutions (see [9, 28]). Thus, i f  one is interested only in 
classical solutions, then one needs convergence on ly for in it ia l values in  D(A) .  This 
allows one to consider s tab ility  requirements which are possibly weaker than the 
one in  the Lax equivalence theorem. For example, Butzer and Weis [4], and Butzer, 
Dickmeis and Nessel [5] have considered s ta b ility  and convergence in  thus direction.
8
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They introduced a weakened notion o f s tab ility  which they called stab ility -w ith - 
orders.
D e f in it io n  1.3 An approximation method [V ( t )  : t 6  [0 ,5 ]} o f bounded linear 
operators w ith  V(0) =  I  is said to be stable o f order 8  >  0 (o r 8-stable fo r  short) 
i f  there exists an increasing positive function  A/(-) such that fo r  a ll t (E (0, <i] and
n e  N,
||V"‘ (f)|| <  r JM(nt). (1.11)
W ith  the in troduction o f th is "s tab ility  w ith  orders” condition, they showed that 
a ,J-stable approximation method V{t )  converges for a ll in it ia l values in a subset 
S c .D (A )  if, for some a >  ,J, V{t )  is uniformly consistent o f order a  on the set S in 
the sense tha t for each T  >  0 and f  (zS. there exists a constant C r. j >  0 such that 
for a ll 16  [0, T] and r  in a neighborhood o f o f 0, | |V ( r )S ( f) /—S ( t+ r ) / | |  <  CT,/-Ta+l .
W ith  the introduction o f th is notion o f weaker stability, Butzer, Dickmeis, Nes- 
sel and Weis furthered the understanding o f the relation between stab ility  and 
convergence established in the Lax equivalence theorem. Besides the mathemat­
ical significance, weakening s tab ility  requirements also has practical computation 
benefits. A  weaker s tab ility  requirement allows one to design more flexible approx­
im ation methods which m ight be advantageous in other aspects. One example is 
the a lternating direction im p lic it (A D I) method
proposed by Peaceman and Rachford [29] for two dimensional parabolic problems 
where A  is sp lit into directional components A  =  A[  +  A<i w ith  D(A)CZD(Ai)  for
9
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i  =  1,2. The A D I method is an approximate factorization o f the second order 
Crank-Nicolson method
K . M  :=  ( / - i . 4 r ' ( / + * . 4 ) ,  (1.13)
where an approximation method V  :=  {V ( t )  : t 6  [0 ,5 ]} is called to be o f a - th  
o rd e r  i f  there exists a set D g E  dense in E  such tha t for each f  E D ,  there exists 
a constant C  >  0 such that for t  in a neighborhood o f o f 0,
\ \V ( t ) f  -5(0/11 < c - t a+l. (1.14)
W hile  it  retains the same order o f truncation error as the one o f the Crank-Nicolson 
method on D(A) ,  the A D I method (1.12) reduces the com putation o f the 2-D 
operator to tha t o f two 1-D operators ( I —^Ai )~ l and ( I - ^ A ^ ) '1, resulting
in  great computation reduction especially when A  is not self-adjoint. And this 
com putation reduction does not come at the expense o f numerical instability, as 
exhibited by numerical errors as small as those o f the stable (see Chapter 4) Crank- 
Nicolson method. However, when the two components .4[ and .42 do not commute, 
i t  is unknown i f  the A D I method is stable or J-stable, even though in this case 
i t  s t ill exhibits perfect numerical stability. It w ill be proven in  Chapter 4 that 
when each component .4,- w ith  D (.4 )c£>(.4 t) satisfies the quasi-dissipative condition 
( .4 , / , / )  <  u /||/||2 for some constant lj and for a ll /  6  D (-4,), the A D I method 
satisfies the Von Neumann s tab ility  condition
U m ^|| W * ) n/ l l  <  e"'*, for £e[0,<J] and f E D ( A )  (1.15)
fo r some constant u/ >  ui and an w-dependent constant 8 >  0. A  more detailed
10
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defin ition and historical background o f th is here newly introduced notiou o f s tab ility  
are given below.
Another example o f approximation methods w ith  weakened s tab ility  but signif­
icant com putation benefits is a domain decomposition based factorized temporal 
approximation method introduced by the author in his computer science disserta­
tion proposal [40]. This method is both com putationally and communicationally 
efficient for large scale parallel computing on distributed memory architecture ma­
chines. It exhib its excellent numerical s tab ility , and satisfies the Von Neumann 
stab ility  under certain assumptions (see Chapter 4). However, i t  is unknown i f  this 
method is stable or ^-stable.
The Von Neumann s ta b ility  condition (1.15) is usually stated only for methods 
for spatia lly discretized problems (see [17, 16, 18, 32]) in fin ite  dimensional spaces 
£),; i.e. for
(< ( t )  =  A huh{t), t >  0 /j€ ( 0, e) (1.16)uh{0) =  f h ^ E h ,
where {Eh : h €  (0,e)} is a fam ily o f fin ite  dimensional spaces approximating 
E  in some sense, and {.4/, : Eh -> Eh, h 6  (0 ,0 }  is a fam ily  o f bounded lin ­
ear operators approxim ating .4 is some sense. A  temporal approxim ation method 
{V ( t :Ah )  : (t, h) 6  [0, S\ x  (0 ,e)} for the spatia lly  discrete problem (1.16) is said 
to satisfy the Von Neumann stability condition i f  the spectral rad ii r ( V ( t : A h)) :=  
lim „_(.0O||V (f:.4 /l ) 'l ||1/n o f V ( t ; A h) satisfy
r (V ( t ;A h)) <  eut for a ll ( f ,h ) e [0 ,<5'] x  (0 ,e) (1.17)
for some constants u/ >  0 and 5' 6  (0,(5].
11
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This spectral-radius based defin ition o f Von Neumann s ta b ility  is obviously 
extendible to  an approximation method V( t ;  A)  in  a Banach space when the oper­
ators V(t: A ) n are bounded for all n large enough. However, the requirement tha t 
V ( t : A ) n are bounded operators for sufficiently large n is too restrictive. Take the 
A D I method (1.12) for example. The A D I method VAnr(t: A/,) for the spatia lly  dis­
crete problem (1.16) satisfies the Von Neumann s tab ility  condition (1.17) when 
and Ai,.-> reta in the quasi-dissipativity o f A \ and Ao. Bu t in general, the operators 
V.\Di(t:A)n are not necessary bounded for a large enough (see Section l.*2). Thus, 
in order to deal w ith  approximation methods in Banach spaces w ithou t recourse to 
spatial discretization, but s t ill able to accommodate numerically perfectly stable 
methods like the A D I, we are not going to  impose the boundedness restriction on 
the operator V ( t : A ) n for sufficiently large n. Hence, we generalize the usual Von 
Neumann s ta b ility  condition (1.17) to approxim ation methods in general Banach 
spaces in the following sense.
Definition 1.4 An approximation method {V ( t ) : t£ [ 0 ,S \ }  of linear operators V  (t) 
defiTied on a set D<ZE is said to satisfy the Von Neumann stability condition on D  
■if there exist constants u) >  0 and &' 6  (0, <S] such that fo r a ll 16 [0 . <5'] and f € D ,
An approximation method V  is said to satisfy the Von Neumann stability condition 
i f  V  satisfies the Von Neumann stab ility  condition on some dense subset o f E .
I t  is obvious tha t this defin ition o f the Von Neumann s ta b ility  condition coin­
cides w ith  the spectral radius based defin ition  when { V (t ) : f G [0, J]} is a fam ily  o f
(1.18)
12
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bounded operators. I t  is well known tha t stable methods consisting o f bounded op­
erators satisfy the Von Neumann s ta b ility  condition in  the sense that r ( V ( t ))  <  ePl 
for some constant w >  0 for t in  a neighborhood o f 0 [17]. Now, w ith  the character­
izations given in  Proposition 1.1, we have the following stronger result. The proof 
is obvious and thus om itted.
C o ro lla ry  1.1 Suppose that a temporal approximation method { l ' ( f ) : t 6  [0,5]} 
is stable in  the classically sense o f Proposition 1.1. Then there exists a constant 
uj >  0 such that r  (V(t))  <  eP1 fo r  al l t £  [0,5],
Th is  corollary states tha t the Von Neumann s tab ility  condition is a necessary 
condition for stability. Since there has been no observed numerical "m isfortune” 
o f any Von Neumann stable approxim ation method in practical computations, it  
is surmised, as pointed out by Lax and Richtmyer in  [17], tha t the Von Neumann 
s tab ility  condition (1.17) is also sufficient for stability. Intensive research has been 
carried out to find conditions under which the Von Neumann condition becomes 
sufficient for stability, e.g. by F. John [12], Lax and Richtmyer [17], Lax [16], Lax 
and YVendrofF [18], and Strang [32]. However, to our knowledge the question i f  the 
Von Neumann stab ility  condition (1.17) itse lf is sufficient for s tab ility  has remained 
open, u n til now.
1.2 An Unstable but Von-Neumann Stable Method
In th is section we present an example in  which a consistent factorized temporal 
approxim ation method satisfies the Von Neumann s ta b ility  condition in  both the 
usual sense (1.17) and the newly introduced sense (1.18), bu t is not stable in  the
13
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classical sense (1.4) or in the stabilitv-w ith-orders’ sense (1.11). Th is shows that 
the Von Neumann condition is not sufficient for stability. However, the method 
s t il l exhibits excellent numerical s tab ility  as indicated by measured errors in  Tables 
1 and 2 (see Section 1.2.3), and the measured errors are even smaller than those o f 
approximated solutions computed using the stable im p lic it method.
1.2.1 The Problem  and Its Spatial Approximation
Let f2 =  [0,7r]. Let E  denote the real H ilbert space E  :=  [ f E L 2(Q) : / (0 )  =  / ( t t )  = 0 }  
w ith  the L 2 inner product. I t  is known tha t every function /  in this space has 
a Fourier series expansion /  =  (/,e*..) e*., where {cfc}*gN is an orthonormal
basis consisting o f the functions e<..(.r) :=  y |s in (A :x ). Let .4i denote the differential 
operator A i f  =  f " ( x )  on the domain
which implies that that .4[ is dissipative and hence generates a contraction semi­
group. Then the Hille-Yosida theorem implies tha t
I t  is easily verifiable that
AiSk =  —k2Cf. for all Ar6N, (1.19)
I K Z - t A , ) - 1!! <  1 for a l l t  >  0. ( 1.20)
From the d issipa tiv ity o f .4[, we also have tha t
| |( /  +  t A i ) ( /  — tA i )  “ II <  1 for a ll t  >  0, (1.21)
14
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since for a ll / e D ( A ) ,
| | ( /  +  1 .40 /IP  =  | | / | |2 +  2(Re{.41/ , / ) + ( 2||.4 ,/||2 
<  | | / | |2 - 2 iR e ( . 4 , / , / ) + i 2||.4 ,/||2 
=  l l ( / - W , ) / | | 2.
Define an operator .4o by
•4-i/ : = £ ( / , ( 1 . 2 2 )
k~l
By the Parseval equation || E  afcC».||2 =  E  |« t|2 for a ll /  =  Ea.- ak(’k €  E. Then, we 
have tha t ||.42/ | | 2 =  ES£=i | ( / ,e p )  |2 <  YX=\ I < /,efc) |2 =  ||/||'2, which shows that 
11-4-211 — 1 and hence
|| I  +  f.-V2II <  1 + 1. (1-23)
Define an operator .4 on jD(.4i) by .4 /  :=  A \ f  +  .42/ .  Then, .4 generates a Co- 
semigroup since .4) generates a contraction semigroup and .42 is bounded (see 
Theorem 1.6.4, [9]).
For n 6 N , we choose the discrete space f>„ :=  : A: =  0,1, • • •, n j .  A  cor­
responding fin ite dimensional function space on th is  discretized domain f t „  is de­
fined as £■„ :=  { / 6 L 2(n „)  : /(0 )  =  / ( t t )  =  0} , w ith  the inner product defined 
as ( /,< /}„ =  f  EfcTi1 / ( v ) 3 ( t ) -  Define a projection operator P „ :£■->• £ „  by 
(Pnf ) ( x )  =  f ( x )  for /  6  E  and x  6  f l „ .  W ith  the discrete domain and function 
space in place, we w ill now discretize the two operators -4[ and .42. We first choose 
an orthonorm al basis o f E n. For k  =  1,2, • • •, n —1, le t en>k :=  Pnek =  sin(ihr)
15
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f o r x g f l , , .  Then, [|e„Tjtj| =  1 for A :g { l , 2 , • • • , « —1} since
||e„,ArH2 =  I  E2Zl f  s in 2(fc i7 r/n )
  2 r ' n - l  1 — coa(2ferir/n)
n 2-i r = 0  2
=  1 -  i  £ "= d  cos(2kxn/n)
=  1 -  i  Rc E"=o
=  1 -  i  R e ^ f ^ -  =  1.
I—e‘
To see tha t
(e „,j,en(A.) =  0 f o r A r e { 1T2, —  , n - l } , (1.24)
we first examine the case when j —k  is an odd number. In this case j + k  is also an 
odd number. Since 2sin(a) • sin(,J) =  cos (a — 3) +  cos(o — J),
=  i  E *= i sm ( jx i r /n )  sin(kxTr/n)
=  I E - ; [ cosi i ^ _ cos! i± i l£ l]
=  [cos t a ^ + c o s  -c o s  i m ™ - cos ta a L--)» j
=  c o » a f l= +
=  0.
Next, we examine the case when j —k is a non-zero even number. In  th is case j + k  
is a positive even number. So,
(en, j , e„,jt) =  \  £x=o sin(jx7r/n) sin(kxi t fn)
=  i E S ^ o s l ^ - c o s ! ^ ]
=  -  Re $2^0 ^eii3~k}x* tn — e'b'+fc)x,r/ nj
_ i D„ T !—«*(■»+*)«■ 1
~  . .(;-*>» , ii* "} ’',LI—e » I—e * J
=  o.
16
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Now on E n, we use the commouly used central fin ite difference to discretize .4i, 
yie lding
( - 2 1 0 • -- 0 0 0 \
1 _ 2 1 • •• 0 0 0
— CD2 • • -
.. . • •
0 0 0 • •• 1 _2 1
I 0 0 0 • •• 0 1 - 2 /
It  was observed in Hockney’s famous Fast Poisson Solver paper
*4(1,1 — -a  .n,k e».*’ (1.25)
where ank :=  >  0- To see this equality, let =  0 , 1 , —1) denote
the i- th  entry in the vector v :=  By definition,
Vj =  (n/ <r)2^ 2 / ; r  [sin — 2 sin ^  +  sin k ( i +  1 Jtt/i] .
Notice tha t this equality also holds fo r i =  1 and / =  n — 1 since sin fc(1~ l -)li: =  
sin =  0. Then, we have tha t — sin ^[2cos(A-7r/rt) — 2] =  —un k enk.
Since unk >  0, A „ j  retains the d iss ipa tiv itv  o f A[.  From the d issipa tiv ity o f .4 „ j,  
we have tha t
| | ( / - ^ 4 „ . t ) - l || <  1 and | | ( / - t . 4 „ , i ) - 1( /+ M „ . t ) | |  <  1 (1-26)
for a ll t >  0. For the operator .42, we use the discretization
k?<n
-4„,2 /  :=  53 en.k for / € £ „ .  (1-27)
k= t
Since is an orthonormal basis o f E n, i t  follows tha t .4„,2 is bounded by 1
and hence
| | /  +  fcA2|| < l + t .  (1.28)
17
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1.2.2 The Temporal Approxim ation M ethod
Define temporal approximation methods V(t-,A) and V ( t :A n) fo r h G N  by 
V ( t ; . 4 ) /  :=  ( I -  +  t M K I  +  M i ) / .
(1.29)
V ( t ;A n) P J  :=  ( I - L A n l) - \ I + t A n,2 ) ( r + ^ A nA)Pnf .  
for f e D { A )  and 1 G [0 ,1]. We shall show that
(a) V ( t :A )  is consistent for /G  D (A )  in the sense o f Defin ition 1.2:
(b) V(t; A ) n is unbounded for a ll («, t) g N x  (0,1];
(c) {V ( t :A )  : tG  [0,1]} satisfies the Von Neumann s tab ility  condition (1.17) on 
D(A)  for a ll t g [0 , 1];
(d) V ( t ;A n) is not unconditionally stable, where the unconditional stability o f 
(V ( f: .4 „)  : (n, t) g N x [0 .  o o )  } means the existence o f a constant S G [0,1] and 
an increasing function A/(-) on [0,oo) such tha t for a ll n, I g N  and £G[0,<S],
(e) [ V ( t : A n) : t G [0,1], n G N }  satisfies the Von Neumann s ta b ility  condition
(1.17).
Proof: (a) For /g D ( -4 ) ,
V ( t ; A ) f  — f  =  ( / - i . 4 , ) - ' ( / + f A 2) ( / + i / l , ) / - /
=  ( / - ^ 1) - ' [ ( / + M 2)( /+ § -4 ,)  -  ( / - i . 4 , ) ] /
=  £ ( /—|- 4 i) - l [*^ +  ^A 2 A i ] f .
18
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Thus we have that
Since .4 =  .4 i-K 4 2 and .42 is bounded, i t  follows tha t D (A \ )  =  D (A ) .  Then, for 
f £ D ( A ) ,  we have tha t .4>.4i/ 6  E. Since .4[ generates a contraction semigroup, 
the Hille-Yosida theorem implies tha t j j ( f  — 4 A i) - l || <  t for a ll t. >  0. Thus,
l ^ / —| .4 i) _ i.42.4 i/ || <  |||-42. 4 i / |  -> 0
as t -¥ 0. And again since | | ( /—£ .4 i)_ l|| <  1, we obtain that
|\ ( I - L A ^ lg - g \ \  =  \ \ ( r - L Ax)- i [ g - { I - L A i m
<  211^511^0
as t —► 0 for a ll g ^ D ( A ) .  The Banach’s Convergence Theorem (see H. H. Schaefer 
[30], Theorem III.4 .5) implies tha t J im ( /—$A i)~ l g =  g for a ll g € E  since D (A )  is 
dense in E  and { I  — r,A\)~x is un ifo rm ly bounded. Replacing g by .4 /  we obtain 
that lim (_,0( i — i )_1. 4 / —A f  =  0. Therefore, J^j1 — A f  =  0, which means
that V ( t : .4) is consistent.
(b) For fce N , V(t: A)e&  =  ( /  — | .4 [ ) _ l( /  +  £-42) ( /  +  by defin ition (1.29)
o f the approximation method V . The equality (1.19) implies tha t
( / 4 - 5 - d i ) e / k  =  ( 1 — |A r 2 ) e j t ,
(1.30)
( /  — |.4 i) -1 et =  (l+^fc2) - ^ * .
Thus we obtain th a t
V{P ,A )e* =  ( l - 4 « 4 ) ( / - ^ i ) - , ( /4 - U , ) e t , .  (1.31)
19
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By the defin ition o f .42, ( /  +  tA->)ekj  =  ek> +  tek. Hence i t  follows from (1.31) that
V ( t ;A ) e *  =  )-> (« ,»+<e4).
Then, w ith  (1.30) we obtain from the above equality tha t
V (t;A )ek 2  — ( 1—5^ '') [ l+ i t i +  l+ i p efc]
Therefore,
i - i *1 , t( i—
=  T+l5Te*» +  i+ |*a
(1.32)
as k  —^ oo for any t >  0. T h is  shows that V ( t ;A )  is unbounded for any t€ (0 ,o o ).
Now, let k  be an integer tha t is not a square o f an integer. Then,
V ( t :A )e k =  ( /  — 1.4[)~ l ( /  +  f.42) ( /  +  ^A [)ek
(1.33)
=  ( l - U - 2 ) ( / _ i . 4 l ) - I ( /  +  f.42)et , 
where the last sign is due to (1.30). By defin ition, Aoek =  (efc,e ,j) e, =  0. 
Then, i t  follows from (1.33) tha t V (t :A )e k =  (1 —lfc2) ( /  — 4-4[)-1efc . W ith  (1.30) 
we arrive at
V ( t :A )e k =  £ |£ e * .  (1-34)
For each t e ( 0 ,1], le t c, k :=  | ~ f ^ , c.,k :=  |~ r ,^t , and bk :=  1. When k  is not
a square o f an integer, i t  follows from (1.34) and (1.32) tha t
V ( t : A ) nek =  dfkeit, fo r n e N ,
V ( t ;  A)ekx =  c.t kek 2 +  bkek.
(1.35)
Now for / i 6 No,
K(<;^)n+lefc2 =  V{t;A)n{c2Jlek2 + b kek)
-  c^t V{t',A)ne & + b kc»kek,
20
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from which we have
But the leftmost side o f the above equalities equals
„ n + l  Y '  n 
S . i  2->i=0 C2,k l.k
So,
,.«+i _  ,.n-H 
V ( t ;A ) n+ l eki =  c ^ e * *  +  -M  l * - b kek,
C-2 ,k ~  Cltjt
from which we obtain ||Vr( f: .4 )"+ 1e<.i|| > -=* —'*k- bkCi.k~c l.t . Thus, to show tha t V (t;.4 )"
is not bounded for any n 6 N , it  suffices to show that
limfc-voo
n + l  , .n + l  
c2 .k ~  Ll -ItIJfc by
We w ill show first that
limk-*oo
&2 .k ~  (:\.k
,/*+• ,.H +  1(-2 .k ~  c l.k
=  00. (1.36)
=  n +  1. (1.37)c2Js ~ c\ ,k
Since <  |=j- <  1 for b >  a >  1, we have tha t |c, J  <  A | <  1. Obviously, 
limit->oo cl lt =  lim ^o o  c, t  =  — 1. So, |c, J  >  0 when k is large enough, and thus
0 <  ^ 7  <  1, ^  ^ 6° enough.
(1.38)
l i m ^ J J  =  1.
Therefore,
c?+ l-eB+l Ff.t cl.k
Cl.k-Cl.k
L ’H o p ita l’s rule lim fc-K>o
= = "pS- ’ whcre Xk := £W <**- Then’ by
=  lim ^o o  rf(1^  =  n + 1, which proves*2.k cl,k
(1.37). Obviously, lim/t-*.oo by =  —oo. Then (1.36) follows immediately from (1.37)
21
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(c) Denote W {t)  :=  ( /-K .4 2) ( /+ § .4 1) ( / - £ . 4 1) - 1. Then | | ^ ( 0 | |  <  1 + 1 by (1.21) 
and (1.23), and hence for ( t , n ) 6 [0 , l ] x N  and f € D { A ),
\ \V ( t \A )M f \ \  =  ||( /- i.4 0 - lV V (() ” ( / + M .J ( / +  i.4 ,) / | |
<  IW O II*  l l ( / - H i ) - ' l l ' IK ^ + M J II • l l ( / + H l ) / l l
< (i + ()"+,IIU + M.)/ll-
I t  follows that
l i n w  ||V '(f;.4 ),l/ | | l/n =  lim„_+co( l  + t) ||( / +  M , ) / ^ "  =  1 -K ,
which shows that the approximation method V  satisfies the Von Neumann s tab ility  
condition (1.18) on D (A ).
(d) By defin ition, the spatia lly discrete method (V '(£:.4„) : (t, n) 6 [0 ,1] x N }  is 
called unconditionally stable i f  sup„€N -4n) || <  -V/(<) for some positive in­
creasing function M (-) .  An obvious necessary condition fo r unconditional s tab ility
is
<  A /(i)  sup ||e „ /||„  (1.39)
ngN V '  ln n€ N
for f € E .  Thus, to show that V ( t ;A n) is not unconditionally stable, i t  suffices to 
show tha t (1.39) does not hold.
Let k  be a prime number and n :=  A;24T . A  calculation using (1.25) and (1.27) 
shows tha t
V(t-  4 le u  =  a* ' * c 4- .
V ( t , A n ) e n M  i + ± v * *  n >  +  nJc i  ( 1 4 0 )
V ( t :A n)en,k =
which has the exact the same form as (1.35). Observe tha t the coefficients before 
e„ t*3 and en<k have the same properties as those o f cl k , c2k and in  (1.35), and tha t
22
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these properties o f c, k, c.J k and bf. are used in  (c) to show the unboundedness o f 
{||Vr( t: .4 )met2||fl} ^ . 1 for any fixed rri £ N  and t  >  0. By exactly the same argument, 
we can show tha t the sequence {||V,( t;-4 „)me„>x:s||n}fci[ is unbounded for any fixed 
m G N  and t >  0. This shows tha t (1.39) does not hold.
(e) Define Wn(t) :=  ( I + t A n , ) ( /+ 1 .4 n,1) ( / - f 4 n>l) - 1. Then ||lK „(f)||„ <  1 + 1 by 
(1.26) and (1.28), and for m g N o  and (f, n) € [0, 6] x N ,
\ \V { t ;A n) ^ f a\\n =  | | ( / - | - - l „ . r l ^ n(0 m( / + t . 4 „ i ( / + ^ 4 f, 1) /„ | | „
<  I T O ) r  | | ( / - ^ 4 „ . 1) ~ l | |«  • I K Z + M ^ I U  • | | ( / + 5 -4 „ . i ) / n | U
<  (1 +  t ) m+l||( /  +  5 -4 i) /„ ||„ ,
where the last inequality is due to (1.26), (1.28) and the inequality ||lV '„(t)||„ <  1-K .
Again, since the discrete m a tr ix  .4„.i is a bounded linear operator, ||V'm(f; -4 „)||„ <  
( l + i ) m| | / + 5-4„,i||„ . Therefore,
r(V ( f:.4 „ ) )  =  J im  ^ (1  + 0 mIK  +  ^ -« .t|L  =  I + t .
This shows tha t V (f:.4 „) satisfies the Von Neumann s ta b ility  condition. □
1.2.3 Numerical Testings
To examine the numerical s tab ility  o f the classically unstable method given in
(1.29), we choose an in it ia l value condition for the problem w ith  a known solution. 
The sim ulation time interval, the in itia l value condition, and the tm e solution o f 
the example problem for the in it ia l value condition are:
Time interval: [0,1];
' In itia l value: u(0 ,x) =  sin(2x)-Fsin(3x);
True solution: u (t,x ) =  e- 4ts in (2x )+ e - 9tsin(3x).
23
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We also choose three in it ia l value errors for the testing problem. They are
e i(x ) =  0 ,
' e2(x) =  z f f i -c o s (n x ) ,
lin(fc-x)
= [ 10-«a >
where n =  tt/Ax is the spatia l pa rtition  size. The second and th ird  in it ia l value 
errors contain very high frequency components. High frequency errors usually tend 
to  be enlarged considerably for unstable methods like the exp lic it method, and we 
choose these two errors in  order to see how they w ill affect the sim ulation errors 
for our unstable example method.
We solved the example problem w ith  the three perturbed in itia l value conditions 
by the exp lic it method =  ( I  +  tA )u n, the im p lic it method V ( t )u n+i =
( /  — tA )~ l un, the factorized unstable method (1.29) which is listed as FAC in the 
tables, and the Crank-Nicolson method (1.13) which is listed as C-N in  the tables. 
We have tested these methods w ith  different spatial mesh sizes Ax  and time step 
size At, and the computed approximated solutions are compared w ith  the true 
so lution and the maximal errors are listed in  the two tables.
For the four methods chosen, the exp lic it method is not stable, not uncondi­
tio n a lly  stable, and even not Von Neumann stable. The FAC is also not stable or 
unconditionally stable, bu t satisfies the Von Neumann s ta b ility  condition as shown 
in  the previous section. The im p lic it method is stable for a ll well-posed problems 
by the W idder’s theorem [2], and the Crank-Nicolson is stable for quasi-dissipative 
problems (see Section 2 o f Chapter 4) like the example problem given in  the pre­
vious section.
24
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Table 1: Stability testing — Small spatial partition sizes
A x At In itia l E rr E xp lic it Im p lic it F A C C-N
7r/16 1/5
e,(x)
e2(x)
< * ( * )
2.47-01
7.13+01
1.31+00
4.06-02
4.06-02
4.06-02
3.04-03
3.03-03
3.04-03
3.04-03
3.03-03
3.03-03
tt/16 1/20
C | ( X )
C2(x)
« * ( * )
6.70-03
5.48+07
1.77+01
9.32-03 
9.32 03
9.32-03
7.24-04
7.24-04 
7.29-04
7.24-04
7.24-04 
7.29-04
7t/16 1/50
e,(x)
e2(x)
2.01-03
2.27-03
2.00-03
4.18-03
4.18-03
4.18-03
9.45-04
9.45-04 
9.49-04
9.45-04
9.45-04 
9.49-04
A x At In itia l E rr E xp lic it Im p lic it F A C C-N
vr/32 1/10
e,(x)
e2(x)
* * ( * )
2.46+01
2.87+11
1.07+10
1.77-02
1.77-02
1.77-02
7.81-04
7.88-04
7.79-04
7.81-04
7.88-04
7.78-04
7t/32 1/100
e,(x)
e2(x)
C 3 ( - r )
3.76+34
1.26+45
1.96+37
1.78-03
1.78-03
1.78-03
2.32-04
2.32-04 
2.34-04
2.32-04
2.32-04 
2.34-04
tt/32 1/200
et(x )
e2(x)
C3(*)
5.07-04
1.94+01
5.05-04
1.00-03
1.00-03
1.01-03
2.40-04
2.40-04 
2.42-04
2.40-04
2.40-04 
2.42-04
The test results show tha t the exp lic it method is obviously unstable. I t  has huge 
numerical errors when time step sizes A f are large relative to the spatia l mesh size 
A x.  The unstable method FAC exhibits much smaller numerical errors than does 
the explic it method, even sm aller than the errors produced by the always-stable 
im p lic it method. O nly when compared w ith  the stable Crank-Nicolson method, the 
FAC method shows slightly larger numerical errors for the cases o f simultaneously 
large A t and sm all A x  when the in it ia l value has high frequency errors. The Crank-
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Table 2: Stability testing — Large spatial partition sizes
A x At In itia l Err Explicit Im plicit F A C C-N
e i(x ) 00 3.91-03 6.45-05 6.45-05
tt/4096 1/40 e2(x) 00 3.91-03 8.28-05 8.28-05
e3(x) 00 3.91-03 4.33-04 6.47-05
e j(x ) 00 3.77-04 6.31-07 6.31-07
tt/4096 1/400 e2(x) 00 3.77-04 2.25-05 2.25-05
e3(x) 00 3.77-04 4.04-06 8.69-07
e ,(x ) 00 3.76-05 8.27-09 8.27-09
tt/4096 1/4000 e2(x) 00 3.76-05 9.81-09 9.81-09
e3(x) 00 3.76-05 2.85-08 2.85-08
A x At In itia l Err Explicit Im plicit F A C C-N
e ,(x ) 00 1.92-03 1.61-05 1.61-05
tt/8192 1/80 e2(x) 00 1.92-03 3.56-05 3.56-05
C3(-r) 00 1.92-03 3.46-04 1.63-05
C|(x) oc 1.88-04 1.58-07 1.58-07
tt/8192 1/800 e2(x) OO 1.88-04 2.25-05 2.25-05
C3(*) 00 1.88-04 2.96-06 3.66-07
e ,(x ) OO 1.88-05 2.10-09 2.10-09
tt/8192 1/8000 e2(x) OO 1.88-05 3.69-09 3.69-09
e3(x) OO 1.88-05 1.29-08 1.29-08
Nicolson method is a second order method while the FAC method is only first order. 
The first order accuracy o f the FAC method is due to the first order approximation 
o f the semigroup etA- by the exp lic it method (/+ t.4 .2) — the second factor in the 
FAC method (1.29). And even in  the worst tested case for the FAC method, when 
compared w ith  the Crank-Nicolson the errors are s t il l close to  those o f the C-N 
method. So i t  is unclear i f  these larger errors o f the FAC method is caused by the 
unstab ility  o r the firs t order accuracy.
26
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1.3 Outline of the Dissertation
As mentioned in the beginning o f th is  chapter, the purpose o f th is dissertation 
is to study weakeucd s tab ility  conditions <uid the ir effects on or benefits to the 
convergence o f approximation methods. Thus, the dissertation is presented in a 
way toward revealing the convergence properties and possible ‘‘benefits” o f Von 
Neumann stable methods like the one presented in Section 1.2. Before addressing 
convergence o f V’on Neumann stable approximation methods in  Chapter 3, we 
need to accumulate sufficient preparatory results in Chapter 2. In Chapter 4, the 
convergence results established in Chapter 3 are applied to the example in Section 
1.2 , and to two practically useful temporal approximation methods.
27
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2 Spatial Approximations
2.1 Introduction
For an evolutionary system many o f its  spatial properties are closely related to 
its temporal properties. For instance, a property o f the system at a spatial point 
w ill affect the properties o f the system at the neighboring spatia l points as time 
progresses. Such tempo-spatial interactions are also true w ith approximation pro­
cedures o f an evolutionary system. For instance, an approximation o f the operator 
A  (which is a purely spatial approxim ation involving no time at a ll) clearly w ill 
affect the s ta b ility  o f a temporal approxim ation method of the spatia lly  approxi­
mated system.
A numerical sim ulation o f an evolutionary system consists o f spatia l and tem­
poral approximations. Because o f the influence o f spatial approximations on the 
temporal approximations, we shall examine spatial approximations in  this chapter.
A  spatia l approximation o f the evolutionary system (1.1) involves the approxi­
m ation o f the operator .4 by a sequence o f operators .4„, which converges in some 
sense to .4. Thus, w ith  spatial approxim ation we obtain a sequence o f problems
u'{t) =  A nu{t), t >  0,
(2.1)
u(0) =  f e D { A n) c E .
In  order tha t the approximating problems converge to the original problem in the 
sense tha t the true solutions un(t) o f (2.1) converge to  the true solution a (it) o f the 
orig ina l problem (1.1) uniform ly on compact time intervals for a sufficiently large set 
o f in it ia l values, some s tab ility  condition is usually enforced on the approximations
28
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in  add ition to the condition o f the strong convergence o f A n to .4. An im portant 
sufficient condition for the convergence o f spatial approximations is stated in the 
fo llow ing result (see J. A. Goldstein [9], pp. 44) derived from  the Trotter-Neveu- 
K a to  theorem [13, 26, 36].
Theorem  Let A n{n 6  N q) defined on D ( A n) D D(Aq) generate Co-semigroups Sn 
satisfying the “stability condition”
l|Sn(*)ll <  (2.2)
f o r  positive constants ,V/,u/ independent o f n .t.  Assume that fo r  each f  G D(.4o). 
linin-nx, A nf  =  A o f.  Then lirn^^oo Sn{ t ) f  =  So(t)f fo r  each f  €  E. where the lim it 
is uniform fo r  t in compact intervals o / [0,oo).
The s tab ility  condition (2.2) not only assures the strong convergence o f the 
semigroups, but also suffices to absorb small in itia l value errors. In fact, for any 
/ €  £" and any sequence { / „ }  C E  w ith  l im , , .^  / „  =  / ,  the inequality
l | S „ ( i ) / .  -  S ( ( ) / | |  <  ||Sn ( f ) ( / „  -  / ) | |  +  I IS „ ( t ) /  -  s w / l l
implies tha t lim n->-xSn{t.)fn =  /  when ||5 „(t)|| is un ifonnly bounded on any com­
pact interval o f t. It may happen tha t the spatial approximations are such that 
the semigroup sequence is not stable even though the approxim ating operators 
converge. The following is such an example.
Exam ple 2.1 Let Y '= { /€ £ 2([0,1],C) : /(0) =  / ( l )  = 0 } . Let E  be the product 
Banach space given by E  =  { ( f , g ) : f , g  G Y,\\{f,g)\\ :=  m a x (||/||K, ||^||r ) <  oo}.
29
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Define an operator A by A ( f ,g ) (x )  :=  ( i f " ( x ) , ig u( x ) ) , or, in  m atrix form
7 ‘ ° ‘ ' M{x) =
.y. - o  &■
Since the Schrodinger operator .4S :=  fj£r generates a strongly continuous isometric 
group Sa(t) on Y , the operator .4 generates a Co-semigroup on S(t) :=  on
E. For each n 6  N , define an operator .4„ on D (A ) by
.4„ :=  .4 +  f r )  ,
where B nf  :=  nn ( / .  en) en with e„ representing the function x  (->• \ / 2 sin(«7rx). 
Then,
( i ) each A n generates a Co-semigroup Sn,
(i i) the operators .4„ converge strongly to .4 on D (A ) ,  but 
(in ) ||S „(f)|| >  nt.
Proof: ( i ) Define Pn :=  ^  o")- Since .4 generates a Co-semigroup and Pn is
bounded for each n g N , i t  follows tha t -4„ =  A +  P„ generates a Co-semigroup (see 
[9], pp. 40).
( ii)  Let u =  (/,</) 6  D (A ).  Then
|j.4 „u - .4 « ||  =  |(o  o") (£ ) [
=  H I  (0>en)
=  («7r)- 11| (</", e „) en||y- 
<  (i»7r)—1 ||fir,r||v ||en |£ .
30
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Since u G D (A ) ,  i t  follows tha t i / ' 6 l 2[0, l ]  by the defin ition o f .4. Since ||e„||y- =  1 
we obta in tha t lim ^ o o  ||.4„u — .4u|| =  0.
( iii)  T o  prove the inequality we w ill derive tin expression for the semigroup S„. 
F o r / 6 D ( . 4 s) c r ,
B nA J  =  B J f "  =  - t B n E r = t ^ 2 ( / , c , ) c fc 
=  * V ( / , e * > S B e *
=  —i(rnr ) 3  { / ,  e„) e„.
On the other hand, A „B nf  =  .4.,rt7T ( / ,  c „) e„ =  i «tt ( / ,  e„) e" =  - i ( n i r ) 3  ( / ,  e „) e„, 
which shows that
A sB nf  =  P „.4S/  for a ll /  G D (.4a). (2.3)
Now, for u =  ( / ,  r/) G D(A)  we have tha t f , g € D ( A s). Then,
A P .o  =  ( ;! :)  (8 ! • )  GO =  f - S i  =  M  =  (8 !■) ( ; $  =  «.•■*«• <2-»)
Let t >  0. Then, Pn( I  — f.4)-1 =  ( /  — ri4)_1P„ since for all uG F ,
( I - t A ) - lPnu - P n( I - t A ) - l u =  ( I - t A r l [Pn( r - t A ) - ( I - t A ) P n] ( I - t A ) - l u 
=  { r - t A ) ~ l [tPnA - t A P n] { I - t A ) ~ l u =  0.
I t  then follows tha t
P»S(t) =  P „ l i m ( / - i . 4 ) - fc
=  l i m ( / - i 4 ) - fcP „ (2.5)k-tOQ *
=  S(t)Pn
for a ll t  >  0. S im ilarly, w ith  (2.3) we can show tha t
B nSa(t) =  Ss( t)B a for a ll f  >  0. (2.6)
31
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By T ro tte r ’s product formula [37] we have tha t Sn{t) =  lim  [ e ip*S (£ ) jfc. Since 
Pn =  0, i t  follows tha t etPn =  I  +  tP n for a ll t >  0. Thus,
s . M  =  “ £ [ ( '  + iC , ) S ( £ ) ] ‘
b too * *
where the last equality is due to (2.5). Then we obtain
Sn(t) =  elPnS(t) =  (I  +  tPn)S ( t ) = ('*?-)5 (0 .
Now let f n(x) :=  (rnr)~l cn and le t u„ :=  QP). Then 
IIS n U K II =  ||ef/a"S (t)u „||
=  ii C  '? •) ( T  * ° „) Cs) ii
= ii ("»;£■) ii
=  m a x { | | t5 „ S , ( £ ) / ft||y . | |S , ( f ) / „ | | y }
=  m a x { ||tS * ( f)£ „ /„ | |y ,  | |S ,( t) /„ | |v-}, 
where the last equality is due to  (2.6). I t  follows from Stone’s theorem (see e.g. 
[9], pp. 32) tha t Ss(f) is a un ita ry  operator for a ll t >  0. Thus,
H S „(f)u „ || =  m a x { | | t 5 „ / „ | | y ,  | | / „ | | y }
=  m a x { fn jr |  ( / „ , e „ )  |, (n 7 r) - | | |e „ | |y }
=  m ax{f, («7r)-1 }.
Since ||n7ru „|| =  1, we obtain tha t
l|S „(* ) || >  I|5 n( t) (n 7 ru „) || =  n 7 r||S „( f)u „ ||
=  n7rmax{t, (n7r)-1 } >  rnrt.
□
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Although the spatial approxim ation given in  the example above is unstable, i t  
is stabilizable in  the following sense. The im plications o f the stab ilizab ility  o f S„ 
w ith  respect to convergence w ill be described in  the next section.
E x a m p le  2.2 The semigroup sequence {S',,} in  Exumple 2.1 is stabilizable in the 
sense that there exists a sequence o f bounded operators {IT ,,} such that
(a) [| ( i ) |[ <  .V/e~l fo r  some constants M ,u i independent o f n , t,  and
(b) l i m ™  Wnf  =  f  fo r  a l l f  6  E.
Proof: For n €  N  define operators Wn by Wn{f ,g )  :=  ((^  — If) ■ Then,
||t'T „S „(t)|| =  ||l'T„e</*“ S (t)|| <  where the last inequality holds because
||S(t)|| =  1. Now we w ill show tha t ||tT „e 'p,,|| <  e‘ for a ll t >  0 and n € N .
(a) Wo introduce the notation Q ,J  :=  ( / - ± £ r ) ~ ' i • Then =  (? "? )(£ )•
For ( / ,» )  6  E,
IIH'.e"’- (0 II = 11^ , (S'?•)(/) II
=  IIW . ( i )  +  W .  (S '? • )  ( ' )  ||
<  i i ^  (O n + iK o "  “ ) (s '?■) ( i )  ii
= l \w .( j,) \\ +  t\\ («■?•“) II-
By defin ition, B ng =  n it(g ,en) e„. Since ||lTn|| <  1, i t  follows that
l|W'„e,p- ( / , j ) l l  <  IK / ,3)11 + tn n |(a ,e „ ) | .  ||((? „e „,0)||.
A n  easy calculation shows th a t Q nen =  fo r a ll n 6  N . Then the inequality
33
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\\WnetPn(f,g ) \\  <  e‘ for t >  0 for a ll n g N  since
\\WnelP' ( f , g ) \ \  <  | | ( / , 5)|| +  J^ -K\(g,en) \ . \ \ (e n, 0)||
< \\{f,9)\\ +  t\{g,em)\
< IK/, </)!!+«v
<  ( l+ « ) l l ( / ^ ) l l  
(b) For f e D ( A , ) ,
il“ IIQ./-/ll = S“ ll(/" i3 S r)"7 -/ll
= S“iia-iA)-,iA/n ( 2 . i )
 ^ 2“ ill^ /ll = °-
where the inequality sign “ < "  holds since [ | ( /— 1II <  1* Since Wn =  (o “ / ) ,  
i t  follows from (2.7) tha t l im , , - ^  Wnu =  a for a ll a € D (A ) .  Since ||1F„|| <  1 for 
all n 6  N  and D(A)  is dense in E, statement (b) follows from Theorem III.4 .5 in 
H. H. Schaefer’s [30]. □
One purpose o f this chapter is to weaken the s tab ility  condition (2.2) to be able 
to accommodate unstable but stabilizable spatial approximations like the one in  
the example. In the next section we w ill investigate the convergence properties o f 
unstable spatial approximations which can be stabilized in  the sense o f Example 2.2.
One too l we use to establish convergence theorems in  th is thesis is the Laplace- 
Stieljes transform and its  approxim ation theory. In the fo llow ing we collect some 
defin itions and known approxim ation results for the Laplace-Stieljes transform.
34
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D efinition 2.1 Let L ipu denote the Banach space o f Lipschitz continuous func­
tions Lipu  :=  {v  : [0,oo) -> E  : i/(0) =  0, and\\u \\Upw <  oo}, where | |u ||t ,^  :=  
sup{ ?  e [ 0,oo )}. For v 6  Lipu , the Laplace-Stieljes transform o f  v is
defined as (Cav)( A) :=  /0°° c~Xttlv(t) fo r  Re A >  lJ.
Rem ark 2.1 I t  is not difficult to verify that fo r  any locally integrable function a : 
[0,oo) -> E  satisfying ||u(£)|| <  A/e"'' fo r  some constants M,uJ >  0, the antideriva­
tive v : th-t f j  u(s)ds is in Lip_. and (Cav)(X) =  f£° c~Xlu(t)d t  =  A /0°° e~Xtv(t)dt..
The following approxim ation theorem for Laplace-Stieljes transform is taken 
from  Baumcr and Neubrander’s paper [2].
Theorem  2.1 Let M  >  0, / „  6  Lipu with | | / ri||^,;<ij <  M  and r „  =  C „ fn fo r  all 
n €  No . The following are equivalent.
( i ) lim ^ o o  r„(A ) =  r0(A) fo r  all Ae(u/,oo).
(i i) lim ^ o o  f n(t) =  / 0(f) uniformly on compact subsets of[Q, oo).
2.2 Stabilized Spatial Approximations
One im portant result in the convergence theory for spatia l approximations is the 
fo llow ing theorem orig ina lly  due to T rotter (see [13, 26, 36]).
Theorem  (Trotter-Neveu-K ato) Let A  be a generator o f  a Co-semigroup S with 
ll*S’(0 ll ^  Me? 1 ( i l / , u /> 0 r and f > 0 ) .  F o r n S N ,  let A n with D (A „)  D D (A )  be 
generators o f  Co-semigroups S „ ( t ) . I f  the semigroups Sn (n € N )  satisfy the stability 
condition
IIS.(Oil <  (2.8)
35
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then the following statements are equivalent.
( i ) lim n_+0O f?(A, A n) f  =  R ( \ , A ) f  fo r  all A >  uj and f  E D , where D  is a total 
subset of E .
(i i) For f  E E , Sn( t ) f  =  S ( t ) f  uniformly f o r  t in  compact intervals of
[0,oo).
A n  im portan t assumption o f the Trotter-Neveu-Kato theorem is the s ta b ility  con­
d itio n  (2.8) —  the uniform boundedness o f the semigroups. This condition implies 
another im portant but less conspicuous condition: a non-empty intersection o f  re­
solvent sets which contains a complex right ha lf plane. In th is section we m odify 
the Trotter-Neveu-Kato theorem by requiring only a stab ilizab ility  condition tha t 
does not im p ly  a non-empty intersection o f resolvent sets, and a weaker strong 
convergence o f the resolvents, namely, stabilized strong convergence.
T h e o re m  2.2 Suppose that .4 generates a Co-semigroup S with ||S(t)|| <  M e j l  
(M,uJ >  0, and t  >  0). For n E N , let Wn E L (E) and .4„ with D (A n) D D (A )  be 
generators o f  Co-semigroups Sn(t). I f
(a) limn.+ao Wnf  =  /  fo r  a ll f  6 E,
(b) For a l l f e D ( A ) ,  Wnf e D ( A )  and WnA nf  =  A nW J  fo r  f  €  D {A ),  and
(c) \\WnSn( t ) \ \ < M ^ ,
then the following statements are equivalent.
( i ) l im „_ 0Oi2n(A )/ =  R ( \ , A ) f  fo r  all A >  u  and f  €  D , where D  is a total 
subset o f E , and R n( X ) f  :=  e~MWnSn( t ) f  dt f o r  \ > uj and f  E E .
36
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(i i) For a ll f  €  E , linifl_1.0O W nSn( t ) f  =  S ( t ) f  un ifo rm ly fo r t  in  compact intervals
R e m a rk  2.2 I t  is possible that the intersection of the resolvent sets o f  the operators 
.4„ is empty. But since .4„ is a generator o f a Co-semigroup fo r  each n £ N ,  there 
exists uin >  0 such that R ( \ ,  A n) exists fo r  all A >  a-’,,. Hence, Rn(A) is an analytic 
continuation o f WnR ( \ ,  A n) from  ( c j „ , o o ) to ( u / ,  o c ) .
P ro o f  o f  T h e o re m  2.2: ( i ) = > ( i i ) :  By condition (c) and the defin ition o f Rn(A), 
a simple calculation shows tha t ||i?„(A)|| <  A/(A -  a;) -1 for all A >  uj. Then it  
follows from Banach’s Convergence Theorem that statement (i) is equivalent to
II /o WnSn{T)fdT\\uPu <  M  fo r a ll f € E .  By Remark 2.1 and the defin ition o f R n, 
the Laplace-Stieljes transform  o f / 0‘ WnSn{ r ) f  d r  is R n( \ ) f .  Since the Laplace- 
Stieljes transform o f /04 S ( r ) f  d r  is R ( X ,A ) f , i t  follows from (2.9) and Theorem 
2.1 that
o f  [0, oo).
lim  R n{X ) f  =  R ( \ , A ) fn—*oo ' ' (2.9)
for all /  6  E.
Condition (c) implies tha t the function t Jo l i ’,.5fl( r ) /c / r  is in  Lipu and
(2.10)
for a ll /  6  E.
Let f e E  and A >  u>. B y  condition (c) and Remark 2.1,
R n (X )f  =  A Jjj”  e~Xt (/J  WnSn( r ) f  d r j  dt 
=  A /0°° e~XtWn (/o Sn(T) f d r j d t .
37
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Since Jo Sn{ r ) f  d r  6  D ( A n), from the com m utativ ity  condition (b) we have tha t 
Wn Jo Sn( r ) f  d r  6 D (A n). Then i t  follows from (2.11) tha t R n( X ) f€ D ( A „ ) .  Thus, 
by the closedness o f .4„ and the com m utativ ity condition (b),
A nRn( \ ) f  =  A J ^ e - XtA J V n ( f ‘ Sn( r ) f d r ) d t
=  A /0°° e~XtWn (.4„ /q SH( r ) f  d r )  dt
v '  (2.12)
=  \ J Z ° e - XtWn (Sn( t ) f - f ) d t  
=  XRn( X ) f - W J .
Since A R (X ) f  =  A f? (A ,.4 )/ —/ ,  equation (2.9), condition (a) and equality (2.12) 
im p ly  that for all /  6  E,
lim  A nR n(X ) f  =  AR(X. A ) f .  (2.13)
n—►oo
For /  <E E, let 1 4 ( f) /  :=  .4,, / 0‘ WnSn{r ) fd T  =  WnSn{ t ) f  -  WnJ. Then, condi­
tion (c) implies that
\\Vn{ t ) \ \ < M & *  +  M .  (2.14)
Now for /  €  F ,
l | H ' . S . ( i ) / - S ( i ) / | |  <  ||nys„(f)/ -  / ]  -  [S ( ( ) /  -  / ] | |  +  \ \W J  -  / | |  
=  \ \V „( t) f  -  .4 /„' S ( r ) /  *11 + 1|W . f  -  / | |
Since ||W 4/ — / I I  -+ 0 by condition (a), to show j£2 i||W n S „( f) /  — *5(t)/|| =  0 it  
suffices to show that
lim  1 4 ( f ) / =  f  A S ( r ) f d r  (2.15)
n -*o o  Jo
fo r a ll /  €  D (A )  (due to  (2.14) and Banach’s Convergence Theorem.
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For f € D ( A ) ,  le t y =  {A — A ) f  fo r some A >  m. Then,
\\Vn( t ) f - S ‘ A S ( r ) f d r \ \  <  | | j {  WnA nSn( r ) [R ( \ ,A )  -  / i„ (A )]ff£/r||
+  II /o' W »S„(r)[.4„f?„(A) -  AR(X,A)\gdT\\
+  II /o‘ [ ^ 5 „ ( r )  -S ( r ) ] .4 /? (A , .4 ) ^ r | | .
Denote the three terms on the righ t hand side o f the above inequality by / [ ,  /•>
and I 3  respectively. Then l im , , .^  I \  =  0 by (2.14) mid (2.9), Iim „_>00 /•> =  0 by
(2.13) and condition (e). and lim ^ o o  T-} =  0 by (2.10). Therefore, (2.15) holds for
a ll /  6  D (A ) .
( ii)= > -( i) :  I t  is well known that /?(A, A ) f  — / 0°° e~XtS ( t ) fd t  for A >  u/ and /  6  E. 
Then w ith  statement ( ii)  and the s ta b ility  condition (c), statement (i) follows from 
the dominated convergence theorem. □
The com m uta tiv ity  condition (b) in Theorem 2.2 is a severe restriction on the 
stabiliz ing operators Wn. The stabilizers Wn given in Example 2.2 do not com­
mute w ith  the semigroups they stabilize, so the theorem is not applicable. But i f  
we choose the stabilizers Wn to be Wn =  (0 ng ° ) ,  where Qn =  ( /  — , then
i t  is verifiable tha t Wn and .4„ commute. Thus in  th is case, the unstable semi­
group sequence {S „}  converges strongly to S under the stabilization o f these new 
stabilizers.
2.3 Unstable Spatial Approximations
In  th is  section we w ill derive several results w ith  the com m utativ ity  condition 
removed. To establish these convergence result fo r stabilized semigroups, we need 
to  m odify the s tab ilizab ility  condition accordingly.
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T h e o re m  2.3 Suppose that .4 generates a Co-semigroup S  with ||S(£)|| <  M c'j l  
(M,u) >  0 and t >  0). For ri E N , let W n E L (£ ’) and .4„ be the generators of  
Co-semigroups Sn. Assume that
(a) f 0  E D : = n ^ L 1D ( . 4 „ )  n  D(A ),
(b) lim,,-,,*, Wnf  =  f  fo r  all f  E D {A ),  and
(c) | |H /r„ S a ( i f ) .4 „ / | |  <  M jerft fo r  all f  E D (A n) and fo r  f-dependent constants
M f  >  0,u) f >  uj.
Then fo r  each f  E D ,  the integrals /? „ ( A ) / := /0°° c~XtWnSn( t ) f  dt and R n(X)Anf  :=  
/ 0°° c~MWnSn(t)A nf  dt exist fo r  all A >  u// andnE  N ;  and the following statements 
are equivalent.
( i ) lim ^ o o  R „{X ) f „  =  R {X ,A ) fa fo r  all X >  uifa.
(i i) linin-voo WnSn( t ) f 0  =  S ( t ) fa uniform ly fo r  t in  compact intervals o f  [0 , oo).
Proof: Since each operator ,4 „  generates a Co-semigroup Sn for n E N ,  i t  follows 
tha t for f  E D
From the boundedness o f Wn we obtain tha t
Conditions (b) and (c) im p ly  that
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for some constant Gf. Thus the integrals Rn( \ ) f  are well defined for a ll \ > u f and 
n G N . Due to condition (c), the integral R n( \ ) A nf  exists for f  £  D , X>u>f , and 
n € N .  Thus, for each f  E D  the integrals R n(X)(X — A n) f  also exist for a ll X > u if  
and n e N .
Now, for /G  D, A >u>r  and « g N ,
A i? „(A )/ = A  fZ ° e -XtW nSn( t ) fd t  
=  A /0°° c~XlWn[ f  +  /o' Sn( r ) A nfd r \d t  
=  Wnf  +  A /0“  e_Al / 0' WnSn( r ) A nf  d r  dt 
=  Waf  +  / 0°° e~u WnSn(t)A nf  dt 
=  W J  +  Rn( \ ) A nf ,
which is equivalent to
R n( X ) (X -A n) f  =  Wnf  (2.16)
for /  G D ( A n), X >  ujf mid k G N . Since R (X ,A )(X—A ) f  =  f  for a ll f E D ( A )  and 
A > u /, and since l im , , .^  Wnf  =  /  for /  G D (A ),  i t  follows that statement (i) is 
equivalent to
(i') lim  R n{X)Anf 0  =  R (X ,A )A farc-*oo
for a il A >  ujfo.
Let VVo :=  / ,  So(t) :=  S(t)  and .4o :=  A . Then, Ro{X) =  R(X,A),  and for all 
n G N 0 and /  G D (.4 „), WnSn( t ) f  -  W nf  =  /0‘ P F „A „5 „(r)/£Z r since .4n generates 
the Co-semigroup 5 „ . Since lim ,,.^  Wnf  =  /  for a ll /  G £>(.4), i t  follows that 
statement ( ii)  is equivalent to
( ii')  U p  f  W nA nSn( r ) f 0d r  =  f  A S ( r ) f 0 dr.n-*oo Jo Jq
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For n 6 N 0, let vn(t) :=  / 0' WnA nSn(f) f ad r  =  / 0' WnSJ?)Anf 0 dT. A n  easy calcu­
lation shows tha t the Laplace-Stieljes transform  o f r n is
(C ,vn) (A) =  R n(X )Anf 0,
for all n E No- By condition (c), vn € L ipu and sup,, €N I K I k - ^  <  Mfo- I t  then 
follows from Theorem 2.1 that statements (i') and (ii')  are equivalent. □
Theorem 2.3 relates the strong convergence o f stabilized "resolvents”  to tha t 
o f the stabilized semigroups. I t  is common tha t the strong convergence o f genera­
tors, rather than resolvents, is given. The follow ing is a result re lating the strong 
convergence o f generators to that o f the ir stabilized semigroups.
Corollary 2.1 Suppose that A  generates a Co-semigroup S with ||5(t)|| < Mer11 
(M ,u .\t >  0). For n E N , le tW n E L (£ ’) u n d A n w ith D (A n) D D (A ) be generators 
o f Co -semigroups Sn. I f
(a) l i m ™  Wnf  =  f  fo r  a ll f  6  £>(.4),
(b) ||W „S „(*)|| <  A /e -1, and
(c) lim„_,oo A nf  =  A f  fo r  a ll f E D ( A x ),
then, fo r  a ll f  E E , l im lF „S „ ( t ) /  =  S ( t ) f  un ifo rm ly fo r  t in  compact intervals o f
(0,oo).
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Proof: Condition (c) implies tha t fo r /  G D (A X), there exists an /-dependent
positive constant A/y such tha t ||.4 „/|| <  M f  for a ll n G N . Then,
H w W t M . / ! !  <  I|vf„ s „ ( / ) | | - | | .4 „ / | |
<  A/e""||.4n/ | |  (2-17)
<  A I jM t r 1.
Now, for /  6 D {A °°), A >  u/, and n G N , let Rn{X )f /q”  e~MWnSn{ t ) f  dt and 
g :=  R {X ,A )f .  Then
||f? „(A )/- /? (A ,.4 ) /|| =  ||[77ra(A)(A—.4)</ — r/||
=  || [i?n(A)(A—.4) — / ] x/||
=  || [R n(X ) (X -A J  +  Rn(X){An—A) -  /J i/||.
Obviously, g =  R(X, A) f  E D (A °°) C. D (A ) . Then (2.16) implies tha t
(A) (A — A n)(j =  Wng.
Therefore,
| | i? „ (A ) /- f? (A ,4 ) / | |  =  ||[W „ +  /?n( A ) ( . 4 „ - . 4 ) - / ] r / | |
(2.18)
<  l l ( W ^ - / ) ! / l | + l l^ n ( A ) ( . 4 1I- .4 ) i / | | .
Using the defin ition o f R n(A) and condition (b), an easy calculation shows that 
11/? „(A)11 <  A/(A —u/)-1 . This, together w ith  (2.18), implies
| | f l „ ( A ) / -  fl(A , A ) / | |  <  | | ( i r „ -  / ) j | |  +  g | | ( . 4 . - . % | | .  (2 - lf)
Since g & D ( A x>), i t  follows from  cond ition (c) tha t lim (.4n—.4)<7 =  0. And since 
(W n — I)g  -¥  0 by condition (a), i t  follows from (2.19) tha t Rn(X ) f  converges to 
R (X ,A ) f .  Then, we obtain from  (2.17) and Theorem 2.3 tha t fo r a ll /6 jD (.4 °°),
\ im W nSn( t ) f  =  S ( t ) f  (2.20)
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un ifo rm ly for t in compact intervals o f [0, oo). By Theorem 2.7 in  Pazy’s [28], D(A°°) 
is dense in  E  and hence to ta l in  E . Thus we obtain from Banach’s Convergence 
Theorem the convergence in (2.20) for a ll / G E  uniform ly fo r t in  compact intervals 
o f[0 ,o o ). □
Now, w ith  the above corollary, we re-examine the problem discussed in Exam­
ples 2.1 and 2.2 from the viewpoint o f convergence.
E x a m p le  2.3 Using Corollary 2.1, statement (i) in  Example 2.1, and statements
(a) and (b) in  Example 2.2, we obtain that the unstable sequence o f semigroups {S „} 
converges strongly to S under stabilization o f {W n}, namely, lim  V P , =  S ( t ) f  
fo r  a ll f  €  £.  The stabilizability condition  (a) proven in Example 2.2 fu rthe r implies 
that fo r  any f  £  E  and any sequence { / „ }  convergent to f .  the lim it
lim  WnS „ ( t ) fn =  S ( t ) ffl—►OO v
holds uniform ly fo r  t in  compact intervals, due to the fo llow ing inequalities
\\WnS * ( t ) U - s m \  < l l ^ 5 „ ( 0 ( / n - / ) | |  + ||lPn5 „ ( t ) / - 5 ( f ) / | |
<  \\WnSn(t)\\ • I I / .  -  /II +  IW mSn( t ) f  -  S ( t) f\\ .
□
I t  is evident from the proof o f Theorem 2.3 tha t we can weaken the Co-semigroup 
assumption for S  since the uniform  norm-boundedness ||S(f)|| <  Me? 1 is not used at 
a ll. And we can also relinquish the Co-semigroup assumption fo r the approximating 
operator families Sn because we only require an in itia l value dependent uniform 
boundedness condition, not uniform  norm-boundedness. In  the fo llow ing theorem,
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we w ill weaken the assumptions o f Theorem 2.3 and generalize it ,  in the case of 
W n =  / ,  to families o f closed, linear, possibly unbounded operators.
T h e o re m  2.4 Let be a sequence o f linear operators. Let f € ( X t 0 D(A% ).
For each n g N o ,  let {S„(£) : t >  0} be a one parameter fam ily  o f linear operators 
with  5 n(0) =  I  and f l (>oD (S n(t)) D D  fo r  a ll n 6 N .  Suppose that
(a) the function  t*-+ Sn{ t ) f  is differentiable fo r  a ll t >  0 and - S$ -^ =  Sn{ t ) A „ f  
fo r  r i6 No, and
(b) there exist constants M,u> >  0 such that ||5„(£).4n/ | |  <  fo r  a ll t. >  0 
and n g N o -
Then the follow ing statements are equivalent.
( 'l ) f  =  F q( \ )  f  fo r  a l l \ > w ,  where R n( \ ) f : =  f£°e~MSn( t) fd t  fo r  A >  x .
(i i) lh iio5 „ (£ ) /  =  S o(t)f un iform ly fo r  t in  compact intervals o /[0 ,oo ).
Proof: Condition (a) implies tha t
Then Rn( \ ) f  is well defined for A >u/, and n€N<j.
Equation (2.21), condition (b) and Remark 2.1 im ply th a t fo r each n S N o , the 
function 1 1-*  (Sn( t ) f  — f )  has a Laplace-Stieljes transform and its  Laplace-Stieljes
(2.21)
Then, condition (b) implies tha t
\ \ S n ( t ) f \ \  < ll/ll +  Af/ J t  d r  =  ll/ ll +  u r ' M f  ( * *  -  1).
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transform satisfies
[£ ,, (S „ ( - ) / - / ) ) (A )  =  XJS‘ ' - u J S S .(T )A .fd rd t
=  X R . { X ) f - J .
for a ll A >  u). Then, statement (i) is equivalent to
(?) Jim [£,(S„(.)/-/)](A ) = (£ ,(S o (-)/-/)](A )/ for A>u/.
W ith  conditions (a) and (b), a straightforward calculation using (2.21) shows 
tha t the L ipw nonn o f Sn( - ) f —f  as defined in Defin ition 2.1 satisfies
||S „(-)/|U (>w <  M
for a ll o E N o. Then, by Theorem 2.1, (i') is equivalent to
Km s „ ( t ) f - f  =  S0 ( t ) f - f
n—roo
unifo rm ly for t in compact intervals, which is obviously equivalent to (ii). □
W ithou t the Co-semigroup assumption for the operator fam ily S, Theorem 2.4 
aims at ill-posed problems (as opposed to well-posed problems where the spatial 
operator A  generates a Co-semigroup). We would like to mention that in  this 
dissertation we are not going further toward tha t d irection. Like Theorem 2.3, the 
main contribution o f Theorem 2.4, at least in th is dissertation, is to serve as a 
bridge to the study o f other approximation methods. Because .4 is not required 
to be a Co-semigroup, and because o f the flex ib ility  o f allowing unstable or even 
unbounded spatial approxim ation methods, we are able to  unify stable temporal
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approximation methods w ith  a general class o f possibly unstable but Von-Neumann 
stable methods in the next chapter. This is done by bridging the temporal methods 
to the true solution w ith  a sequence o f spatia lly  approximating problems, which 
are constructed from the approxim ating temporal methods and have only in it ia l 
value dependent uniform  boundedness.
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3 Temporal Approximations
One practica lly useful convergence theorem for temporal approximation methods 
is the follow ing result orig ina lly  due to Chernoff (see [28], pp. 90).
Theorem  (Chernoff Product Formula) Suppose that .4 is the generator o f a 
Co-semigroup S with  ||S(£)|| <  \ I e r l fo r  a ll t >  0 fo r  some constants M , >  0. 
Let (Vr (t) : t6[0 ,cx)]} be a temporal approximation method which is consistent on 
D (A ) and satisfies ||K (t)" || <  M e nut fo r  a ll (n . t) € N x[0 . <J]. Then, fo r  each f  6  E, 
limri_,3o V ( } X f  =  $ { t ) f  un ifo rm ly fo r  t in  compact in terva l [0, T] fo r  any T  >  0.
In th is chapter, w’c w ill generalize Chernoff's product formula to (i) stabilized 
temporal approximation methods, and (ii) to Von Neumann stable temporal ap­
proximations.
3.1 Stabilized Temporal Approximations
As an application o f C orollary 2.1, we extend in this section the Chernoff product 
formula to possibly unstable, but stabilizable approxim ation methods.
T h e o re m  3.1 Suppose that A  generates a Co-semigroup S w ith  ||S (t)|( <  M e * 1 fo r  
a l l t  >  0 and some constants M,u> >  0 independent o f t .  Let { ^ ( f )  : t 6  [0. A]} and 
{W (t)  : t  6  [0,<i]} be two strongly continuous fam ilies o f bounded linear operators 
on E  satisfying  V(0) =  VV'(0) — I ,  liin {_,o =  A f  fo r  a ll /6Z ? (.4so), and
||VF(0Vr ( 0 ^ , | |< A /e i‘'rt (3.1)
fo r  a ll (k , t ) 6  N 0 x [0 , J]. Then, fo r  any f  e  E , lim ,,-**  W (£ )K (£ ) " -1/  =  S ( t ) f  
unifo rm ly fo r  t  in  compact intervals .
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L e m m a  3.1 Let W (t) ,V ( t)  be as in  Theorem 3.1. Define A „ f  :=  - '■ f  fo r  a ll 
s £  (0, r ] ,  f  £  E . Then fo r  any u/0 >  w, there exist sa >  0 such that ||VF(.v)eM* || <  
whenever s £  (0, sa) .
Proof: By definition, A a is bounded. Thus, elA‘ f  =  lim ,,,-,^  /  fo r all
f  £  E , and therefore
||H ''(s)eM * / | |  =  p K (.v ) ( /  +  f . 4 . )  "  / | |
=  lim „w oop r ( . , ) ( /  +  4; i ^ i ) ," / | |
v '  (3.2)
=  \iui,n^ \ \ W ( s ) ( ^  +  1jr V (s ) )m f\\
=  lim m^  | | lV » [A m +  ftmV {s )]mf\\,
where Am :=  and / im :=  1 — A„, =  Since Arn >  0 for rn large, i t  follows
that
I I ( A m +  f imV (s)Y n / | |  =  || £ '"=0 ('") A - - y mlT (.v )V (,) '/ | |
<  E,m=o(,m) A r y m^ (i+,)si i / i i
=  A /< r-(A fn+ ^ me - ) m ||/||.
I t  follows from (3.2) that ||VK(s)eM*|| <  A/e-"* lim rrMOO (1 +  ^ m(e“' * - l ) ) m by notic­
ing tha t Am =  1 — f im. For u/„ > u / there exists s„ >  0 such tha t e"w — 1 <  uJas for 
a ll s £  (0,.vo]. Then ||VT(.v)e'-'l*|| <  Mcr** lim ,,,^ ^  (1 +  / i rnu/„.s )m. Replacing //„, 
by we obtain
||VK(s)eM*|| =  A / ^ l im ^ o o  ( l - I - ^ ) ,n <  
which proves the lemma. □
The following lemma extends an estimate due to Chernoff [7]. The proof is a 
m odification o f ChemofF’s o rig ina l proof fo r his estimate.
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L e m m a  3.2 Let VV,L 6  L (£ ’). Suppose there exist constants M , l  >  1 such that 
f o r  a ll f  6  E, ||IF £ "|| <  M ln+l fo r  a ll n >  0. Then
||Wen(L~l) f —W L nf\ \  <  M s/T ilne ^ - l)n^ \ \  • | |L /  -  / | |
f o r  each f  6  E and n 6  N .
Proof: Let /  £  E. Clearly, fo r ri 6  N ,
30 k
\\Wen(L- " f - W L nf\\  <  e~n £  ^ r \ \W L kf - W L nf\\ .  (3.3)
h=o
Now for k >  n.
\\W Lkf  -  W L "J \\ <  S f „ + , \\W L ‘ f  -  W L - ' f \ \
< E?..+il|W'i‘- ,l l - | | £ / - / l l
<  M I '~ '\ \L /  -  / | |
<  M lk E l ^ A \ L f - f \ \
<  M k\ k - n \ - \ \ L f - l \ \
< .l/!‘ + " |A ' - „ H | I / - / | | .
Sim ila rly, we can prove tha t \\W  L k f  — W  L n f \ \  <  M lk+n\k — n \ - \ \L f  — f \ \  for k <  n. 
I t  follows from (3.3) that
<  *zr\\Lf-f\\E £ o  Trl’* -  kVk 
Then by Schwartz inequality fo r inner products,
\\eniL~r)f  -  L nf \ \  <  ^ i i i / - / n  { s a 0 i=Si l } 1/2{ i:e .o
=  { E £ ,  ^ ( . i J - 2 n t + * 2) } I /2 .
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B u t the summation j r ( n 2 —2nk+ k '2) can be sim plified in to
=  «‘ c " - 2 n Z Z lV ^ .  +  Z Z lT g k
=  , re n -  2n2e" +  E ^ o  
=  - « v + » E r =o T  
=  - n 2c“ +  n(nc“ +  e") =  ne".
Thus,
||en(£“ ,) / - I B/ | |  <  ^ r - | | I / - / | | e " <i/2(nc“ ) ,/2
□
L e m m a  3.3 Let W (t) . V (t) and .4* be as in Lemma 3.1. Then, fo r  any T  >  0 
and f  6  E,
Hm ||W {t/u )V n( t / n ) f  -  W {tfn )e tA'/ * f \ \  =  0 (3.4)
uniform ly fo r  1 6 (0, T \ .
Proof: By the s tab ilizab ility  condition (3.1) and Lemma 3.1, ||W (f/re )V 'n( t / n ) /  — 
l'K(£/n)e‘'1‘ *»/|| is exponentia lly bounded. Since D(.4°°) is dense in  E  i t  suffices to 
show tha t (3.4) holds for /€ £ > (.4 30) by Banach’s Convergence Theorem.
For s e ( 0 , r ] ,  ||W'‘(s)V’b(js)|| <  M ln, where / =  e^a> l .  Then, by Lemma 3.2,
\\W (s )V n{s ) f  -  lV {s)en^ - ^ f \ \  <  M y /E lne ^ - l ^ ' 2 \ \V (s ) f  -  / | |
=  M y / n e ^ e ^ ' - 'W f t V i s ) /  -  / | | .
B y  setting s =  £ and noticing th a t en v^ ^ ~ ^ f  =  elA,t * f , we obtain
<  M ^ l e ^ tln- W \ \ V { $ f  -  f \ \ .
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For any u;a >  oj, there exists ri0  (dependent on T ) such th a t for all t 6  (0 ,T ], 
e2ut /n  _  j  <  2ijjo t/n  for a ll n >  n0. So. for all n >  n„,
<  A /4 -e 2^ m iM L z m .
— • y / n  t / n
Since linin-voo =  for j  g  n^= lD (A k), i t  follows tha t
Jim  ||W { t /n ) V n{ t / n ) f  -  W {t/n )e tA' ' * / | |  =  0 
uniform ly for t 6 (O,!*]. □
Proof o f Theorem 3.1. For /  6 E .
+  l |W ( t ) e tA* / . / - S ( f ) / | | .
Let / [ ,  Io and / 3 denote the three components in the right hand side of the above 
inequality. We already know that I> —► 0 as rc —> 00 un ifo rm ly for t 6  [0. T] (by 
Lemma 3.3).
For /1 we have tha t
/ ,  =  ||» r( i ) V - l ( i ) { V ' ( i ) / - / } | |
<  A /<-‘ | | K ( i ) / - / | | .  
where the last inequality is due to  the s tab ility  assumption (3.1). Since V(0) =  / ,  
the strong continuity o f V  implies tha t I \  -► 0 un ifo rm ly for t  6  [0 ,T ] as n -*■ 00.
I t  remains to be shown tha t / 3 ->• 0. By the defin ition o f ^4S, lim ^o .d .,/ =  
V '(0 ) f  =  A f  fo r /  6  r \ ’^ iD (A h). B y  Lemma 3.1, there exist u/„, M 0  >  0 such tha t
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||W(.s)eM*|| <  M 0 etUa. Since W  is a strongly continuous fam ily  o f bounded linear 
operators and W'(0) = / ,  iy (s ) converges strongly to the iden tity  operator /  as s -»0 . 
Then, by Coro lla ry 2 .1 ,1 3  —> 0 unifonnly for t E [O.jP] as n  —> 00. □
As an application, we use Theorem 3.1 to  examine the follow ing example.
Example 3.1 Let {S „} be the unstable semigroup sequence given in  Example 2.1, 
and let { IK ,,}  be the stabilizers fo r the semigroups Sn as given in  Example 2.2. 
Then the temporal approximation V ( t / r i : k )n :=  S k(t/r i)n =  Sk(t) is consistent but 
unstable as proven in  Example 2.1. However i t  is stubilizable by the operators Wk 
as proven in  Example 2.2. For (t , k ) 6 [0 ,00) x N ,  define W (t,k )  :=  Wk- Since 
\unn-,^ W (y t , n ) f  =  /  fo r  a ll f  E E . it  follows from  Theorem 3.1 that fo r  a ll f  E E , 
l im , , -^  W (t/n , n )V ( t/r i,  n )n f  =  S ( t) f  un ifo rm ly fo r  t in  compact time intervals.
3.2 Unstable Temporal Approximations
3.2.1 An Exponential Formula
In this subsection we generalize an exponential formula for semigroups generated by 
bounded linear operators [23, 24, 39] to one-parameter families o f linear (possibly 
unbounded and even not closed) operators.
Lemma 3.4 Let A  be a linear operator and f  E D (A °°). Suppose that there exists 
constants M  >  0 and u/ >  1 such that
\\Anf \ \ < M u n fo r  a ll n g N , (3.5)
Let 1 1-+ etAf  : [0,oo) E  be defined by etA f  :=  - / .  Then,
( i ) etAf  is well-defined, entire, and ^ e tAf  =  etAA f  =  ^ p . 4 / ;
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(i i) (C.etAf ) ( A) =  /0°° e~XtetAA f  dt fo r  a ll /6£>(.4°°) and A >  u::
( iii)  fo r  any T  >  0, etAf  =  l in i ( /+ ^ .4 ) '1/  unifom dy fo r  1 6[0 . T].
Proof: (i) It is obvious tha t the series t—^ ~ f  is un ifo rm ly convergent for a ll 
t E C . Thus elAf  is well-defined, entire, and
•Lai A f    d C M "  e
d tK J ~  ^ n = 0  dl n! J
= ZZtUf-Af = d*Af.
(ii)  It is easily verifiable tha t condition (3.5) implies that ||eM / | |  <  M e - 1 and 
||eM .4 /|| <  o.’.V/eP1 for t >  0. Then, bv statement (i) o f th is lemma and Remark 
2.1, the map t ^ e ‘A f  has Laplace-Stieljes transform  for A >  u> given by
C„(ctAf ) ( A) =  [ "  e 'XlctAA f  dt.
J o
□
To prove statement ( iii)  o f the lemma above, we need the following lemma which 
extends an estimate due to Chernoff [7].
L e m m a  3.5 Let L be a linear operator defined on D (L )  C E . Suppose that there 
exists a constant I >  1 such that fo r  each f  6  D(L°°), there exists an f-dependent 
constant M j such that
\\L ’+ l f - L nf \ \ < M f l n
fo r  a ll n >  0. Then, fo r  each t >  0, the operator ei(L~1^ : / t"~ nT~  /  is 
well-defined on D {L°°), and \\en L^~ ^ f  — L nf \ \  <  M fy /n lne^l 2 ~ 1 ^ 2  fo r  f € D (L°°) 
and nE N o-
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Proof: For /€ £ )(£ °° )  and ri 6  N ,
= i i ( i - / r ' ( £ - / ) / n  
=  II (T 1) {-!)"-*£ • (£ -  / ) / | |  
<  EIS,1 (T 1) II£'(£ -  Z)/ll
< Erj,‘ (T ' )M r ‘‘
Then, by Lemma 3.4, et(L~^ f  is well-defined for a ll £ >  0 and f z D i L 00).
I t  is well known tha t the series YikLo 77 is absolutely convergent to e '. Therefore 
the series 77 £ fc/  converges to ctLf  by the convergence theorem for the Cauchy 
product Thus, we have tha t (:n(L~, f  =  for all /  6
£?(£’ °), which implies tha t
£ £ ( £ * - £ » ) /
fc=0
(3.6)
Now, for k >  n and /  6  £)(£°°),
\\Lkf - L " f \ \  <  Ef=„+i II£‘7  -  £'“ l/ll
<  E f= „+ i W *
<  Mf l k+n\k -  n\.
S im ila rly  we can prove tha t ||£ fc/  —£ n/ | |  <  M /lk+n\k —n\ fo r k  <  n. I t  then follows 
from (3.6) that
\\en{L- nf - Lnf\\ <  e - " E ^ o iP fc/ - ^ n/||
=  M f e - t T t
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Then, by Schwartz inequality for inner products,
But,
Thus,
=  { £ £ „  5?(n2- 2 n « :+ t2) } ' /2 .
S,” o t? ("2- 2  n i+ f r 2) =  « V - 2 r , 5 : n , , i ^ 1! +  E £ l i ^ !
=  n -r"  -  2n V  +  E £ o  - ~ g “ ‘
=  - „ V + „ £ “ 0 ! i± l!= i
=  —r rc 11 +  ri(nen +  e") =  rte".
| |e n ( L - / ) y  _  £ / * ^ | |  <  ^ !lL .e n l-r2^ f le n y /2
= \If\/T ilnc i^~^nl'2.
Proof o f Lemma 3.4: ( iii)  For t  =  0, the lim it in statement ( iii)  holds triv ia lly . 
For s >  0, let L s :=  I+ s A .  Then for / €  D (AX),
I | £ r 7  -  £,“ / l l  = l |£ ; ( £ . / - / ) H
=  S| | ( /4 - S.4 )".4 /||
=  » IIS lr t ( * )» * -4‘ -4/ l l
=  S u l\ I f ( l  ■+■ S C j)™
<  G/e"1" ,
where Gf =  sujM j . I t  follows from  Lemma 3.5 that
W e ^ '-O f  _  £ » /|| <  G f y / n e ^ e ^ ' - ^ f 2  fo r f e D ( L x ).
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Replacing L„ by I  +  sA  and G/ by suj.M/, we obtain
||cnsAf  -  ( /  +  s .4 )"/|| <  .•»wA//x /7Tenwae ^ u" - 1>n/2.
Setting s =  £ in the above inequality yields
¥ Af  -  ( / + ^ ) " / l l  <  - j n e(e' “ ,/“ _l)n/'2.
For t E [0 ,T ], there exists iVx >  0 such that <  1 +  4cj t / n  for a ll n >  N r-
Then
||eM /  -  ( /  +  £.4)n/ l l  <  ^ A / / e-'<e<1 + kjt/ n- l)n/'->
which implies that lim „_(.00( /  +  ^ A )nf  =  elAf .  □
3.2.2 Von-Neumann Stable Temporal Approximations
In this section, we extend the Chernoff product formula to possibly unstable ap­
proxim ation methods.
Theorem 3.2 Suppose that A  generates a Co-semigroup S. Let V  :=  { V’ (f) : <6 
[0,5]} be a fam ily  o f linear operators satisfying D (A )  C D (V (t)°°) fo r  a ll t E [0,5], 
Suppose that the map t V { t ) f  is continuous fo r  a ll f  E D (A ). I f  there exists a 
constant ui >  0 such that
(a) fo r  a ll f  E D {A ), t 6  [0,5] and n E N ,  \ \V + l { t ) f  -  V "*(t)/|| <  t M f e f o r  
some f-dependent positive number M j, and
(b) there exists a fam ily  (VF(t) : t E [0,5]} o f operators defined on D (A 2) such 
that fo r  each f  E D (A 2) the map 1 1-* W ( t ) f  is continuous, W (0 ) f  =  0. and 
\ \V ^ l ( t ) f  - V n( t ) f  -  t V ^ A f W  < ^ ”^11^(0 /11  fo r  a ll 16  [0,5] o n r fn e N ,
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then lim n_+0oVr( ^ ) " /  =  5 ( f ) /  fo r  each f € D ( A ) , un iform ly f o r t  in  compact in terva l 
[0 ,T ] fo r  any T  >  0.
Before proceeding to prove Theorem 3.2, we first discuss connections o f this 
theorem to  the Chernoff product formula and to the Von Neumann s ta b ility  con­
d ition.
R e m a rk  3.1 I f  a temporal approximation method V  is consistent on D (A ), and 
stable in  the classical sense that
||V '(t)"|| <  M e " "1, fo r  a ll {t, n) e[0, <J] x N  (3.7)
fo r  some positive constant M,u> independent o f n and t, then conditions (a) and
(b) o f Theorem 3.2 hold. Hence, Theorem 3.2 is a generalization o f the Chernoff 
product approximation formula.
Proof o f Remark 3.1: For f€ .D (A ) ,  t € [0 ,5) and n g N ,
IIv(trlf-v(tyf\\ < | | v ( t ) " | | . | | v w - / l l
(3.8)
<  M e ^ W t .
Since V  is consistent on D (A ), i t  follows tha t the lim it l im t^ o e x i s t s  and 
hence || is bounded on (0,5). W ithou t loss o f generality, we can assume tha t
suPieo,rf) ir T ' ll — Iw • Then i t  follows from (3.8) that UV"*1^ ) /  — V n( t) f \ \  <
t M f e which is condition (a) o f Theorem 3.2.
For /  6  D (A 2), f€ [0 ,J )  and n £ N ,
\ \V{ t ) " * f -V{ t )» f - tV( t ) *An <  \ \ V m \ - \ \ V ( t ) f - f - t A f \ \
<  AfeBWl||f • -  tAfW  (3.9)
=  tM e™ 11| W = L -  4 / | | .
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For fe[0,5], define a family W(t) of operators on D (A )  by
(  M f m = L f - A f ) forf >0 ,
I 0 for t =  0.
Then, from (3.9) we obtain tha t
\\V (t)”+xf  - V { t y f  - t V ( t y A f \ \  <  tt '“~£[jl'V’ ( t) / | |
fo r /S D ( .4 2). I t  is obvious tha t the function t * - * W { t ) f  is continuous for f e(0,<5] 
for each f e D ( A ) .  Since V  is consistent on D (A ), i t  follows that for each fE D ( A ) ,  
the function t W ( t ) f  is continuous at t =  0. Th is shows tha t V  also satisfies 
condition (b) o f Theorem 3.2 □
R e m a rk  3.2 Condition (a) o f Theorem 3.2 implies that V  satisfies the Von Neu­
mann stability condition (1.18) on D (A ), namely, fo r  a ll fE D ( A ) ,
nlim ( ||K (< )n/ | | ) 1 /n< « -" -  (3.10)
Proof: Let f e D ( A ) .  The telescoping equality V ( t )nf =£J£o Vr(t)fc/ ] + /
yields tha t \\V (t)nf \ \  <  ||V { t f * f  -  V { t f f \ \  +  ||/||. Then, condition (a) o f
Theorem 3.2 implies that
l|V(i)"/H < HE(5 + ll/ll
<  nfjVf/e" " 1 +  l l / I
<  e n t M [ e nu>t +  l l / l l
<  W + | | / | | ) e " l “ + ') ‘ ,
from  which (3.10) follows immediately. □
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Sim ilarly, we can show tha t the spatially discretized temporal approximation 
method V (t:A i,)  also satisfies the Von Neumann s ta b ility  condition (1.17) when 
condition (a) o f Theorem 3.2 is preserved for the method V (t;A h ). Namely, the 
following remark holds.
R e m a rk  3.3 Assume that a spatially discretized temporal approximation method 
{V ( t,A h )  : Ei, Eh : f€[0,<5],/i 6 (0 ,5 )} satisfies
IIV ( t :A h ) ^ l f h -  V ( t ;A h)nfh\\ <  tM h enut (3.11)
fo r  a ll (t ,h ) 6 [0, £] x (0, f )  and n €  N . Then the Von Neumann stability condition  
(1.17) holds fo r  the approximation method {V ( f;  .4/,) : (t , h) €  [0,5] x  (0, = )}.
Now, we accumulate two lemmas for the proof o f Theorem 3.2.
Le m m a  3.6 Let V (t) be as in  Theorem 3.2. Let T  >  0. For each s 6 (0, T \, 
define A af  :=  - ~ ~ r f  fo r  f  6  D (A ). Then condition  (a) o f Theorem 3.2 implies 
the following.
( i )  For f  €  D (A ),
\ im \\V n( t / n ) f - e tA< t * f \ \= 0  (3.12)
uniform ly fo r  1 6  (0, T ] .
(i i) For f  6  D (A ) and t  >  0, the function t  •-> elA ,A af  :=  53 A: =  0 ° ° ^ £ .4 S/  is  
well defined, and fo r  any uia >  u> there exist s0  €E (0, T \ such that fo r  each 
s e {0 ,s o), ||eM*.4s/ | |  <  Mfe?at fo r  a ll f e D ( A )  and t  >  0.
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( iii)  For fE D ( A )  and t >  0, the function t *->• e‘A,f  :=  is well defined, 
and fo r  any u/„ >  uj there exist sa E (0 .T ] such that fo r  each s €  (0,.s„), 
|[e'‘'* /[| <  (d / l l +  ^ ) e " 0< fo r  a ll f e D ( A )  and t >  0.
(iv) For any ur0> u j there exist sa E (0, T] such that fo r  each s 6  (0, s„) the integrals 
Ra(X)g :=  / ~  c~XlelA‘ g dt exist fo r  a ll g E D (A )U A a(D (A )) and \  >  aj„. and 
the ecjuality RS(X)(X — A„) f  =  /  holds fo r  a ll X > u j0  and fE D ( A ) .
Proof: (i) For t =  0, (3.12) is obviously true. For t E (0,T ], condition (a) o f
Theorem 3.2 implies that
\\Vn(s ) f  - V a- l {s )f\\ <  sM /ensw
=
where Gs,/ =  sM / and / =  >  1. Then, by Lemma 3.5,
||V"‘ ( * ) / - e “ Iv'W - ,l / | |  <  C , /N/n /"e (/' " l,n/2
(3.13)
=  sMf y/Tien,KJe ^ ’“ -U nl2.
By defin ition o f A s, =  enaA,f .  Thus taking s =  t /n ,  we have that
en\V (t/n )-[]f _  etAt/n Then i t  follows from (3.13) that
For any u>a >  u/, there exists na (dependent on T ) such that — 1 <  2u>at f  n 
fo r a ll n >  na. So fo r a ll n >  na,
l lVrn( a ) / - eM‘/,,/ l l  ^
from  which statement (i) follows.
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( ii)  For /  €  D (A )  and n €  N ,
l l - w i l  =  l l ( * “ = i ) ‘ ( 0 3 = £ ) / l l
= « - |l  E,=o (?) (-1)—V ‘(s)™ =i/||
<  e ? ,0 1 :>
where the hist inequality is due to condition (a) o f Theorem 3.2. Then, by Lemma
3.4, elA‘ A af  is well-defined for /  6  D (A ) and t >  0.
Statement ( iii)  o f Lemma 3.4 implies that
l|eM‘ .4s/ | |  =  || l im , , , ^  ( /  +  j ; A „ ) m .4 ,/||
V 1  (3.14)
=  l im ,, , .^  ||[A,„ +  ftm V{s)]mA af\\ ,  
where Am =  and um =  1 — Am =  — . Since r ~ r n  r n  r n s
ii(A m + ^ nn s ) ) m.4s/ i i  =  iiE r« 0 ( ? ) A r K ^ ( * ) ^ i z £ / i i
<  e ;= 0 ( ? ) K r u K nM fe ^
i t  follows from (3.14) that ||eM*.4 ,/|| <  M j lim*,.,,*) [1 +  f im(erJS — l ) ] m by notic ing 
th a t Am =  1 — f im. For u/u >  a/, there exists sa >  0 such tha t e*"* — 1 <  u:0.s for a ll 
s 6  (0, s‘0]. Then,
||eM*.4s/ | |  <  Mf  limjn^oo (1 +  f imu 0 s)m 
=  Mf  lim m_>00 ( l  +  ^ )  m
<  M f€^at.
( iii)  B y  an argument s im ilar to  tha t in  the proof o f statement (i), we can show th a t 
etA‘ f  is well defined for /  6  D {A )  and t  >  0. Now, by statement (i) o f Lemma 3.4,
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etA .f  _  j  +  Jt e rA . d r  Then by (i),
l|eM7ll < ll/ll + [  M ,e - 'd T  < (ll/ll + % - ) ? • ' .
JO UJ0
(iv) By the two estimates established in statements ( ii)  and ( iii)  fo r eM* /  and 
elA ,A af , the integrals Ra( \)g  =  / 0°° e~AV 'v /  dt exist fo r a ll s € ( 0 ,  s0), A >  j j 0  and 
r je D (A )U A a(D (A )).
By statement (i) o f Lemma 3.4, we have that etA,f  — f  =  / 0( eTA‘ A af d r .  Then 
it  follows from Remark 2.1 th a t for sE(0,.¥o), A >u/„ and f  E D (A ),
[Ca(e -'‘ f - f ) } ( \ )  =  Jo”  e~XteiA‘ A af  dt
(3.15)
=  Ra{ \ ) A af .
On the other hand, w ith  the estimate established for ||eM* /| |  in statement ( iii) , 
integrating by parts we obtain
=  A
=  - /  +  A /i,(A ) /,  
which, together w ith  (3.15), im plies that
R > ( \ ) ( \ - A a) f  =  f .
□
L e m m a  3 .7  Let be as defined in  Lemma 3.6. Then condition  (b) o f Theorem
3.2 implies that fo r  any u a >  u>, there exist sa 6  (0, T] such that fo r  s 6  (0, sa) and 
f  G D (A 2), elA‘ (Aa—A ) f  is well-defined and ||e£/l*(.4s — A) f \ \  <  eiJo£(|l'V’(s )/|| fo r  
t  >  0, and lim s_,0 Ra(X)(As — A ) f  =  0.
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Proof: For /  6 D ( A 2) and n 6 N,
IM :(A .-.4 )/|| =  || (3 0 ^ i _  .4) /II
=  * - n  e u  (?) t - i r - ' v w  -  .4) /H
where the last inequality is due to condition (b) o f Theorem 3.2. Then, by Lemma
3.4, eM*(.4s—.4 ) /  is well-defined for f £ D ( A )  and t >  0.
Statement ( iii)  o f Lemma 3.4 implies tha t
||e‘ /l*(.4.,—-4 )/|| =  || lim m_+0O ( /  +  £ -4 ,)" ' (.4s- .4 ) / | |
V ’  (3.16)
=  linijn-^oo ||[A,„ +  f im V(s  )]m (.4S—.4) / | | , 
where A,n =  and fxm =  I -  Am =  Since
II (Am +  f imV (s ) )m .4S/ | |  =  l l E S a ^ J A r ^ H j ^ - ^ / l l
<  E r = o ( ? ) ^ - X „ e 'uap F (s ) / | |
=  (Am + / * , „ e - n | lF ( s ) / | | ,
i t  follows from (3.16) tha t ||eM*(.4s- .4 ) / | |  <  l im , , , ^  [1 + ^ „ , (< r "  -  l ) ] m ||VK(s)/|| 
by noticing that Am =  1 —/ im. Foru/„ >  a/, there exists sa >  Osuch tha t e“" '—1 <  ui0s 
for all s 6  (0, s0]. Then,
\\eM'( A . - A ) f \ \  <  lin^n-.oo { I  +  i imUj 0 s)m ||W (s )/||
=  Iim ra^ O0( l  +  ^ ) m ||W (s )/||
<  tf**|| W {s )f\\ .
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W ith  the exponential bound established above for etA ,(A a—A ) f ,  it  follows tha t 
the integrals Ra(X)(Aa — A ) f  exist for a ll f € D ( A 2) and sE (0, and
\ \R .W ( A . - A ) f \ \  <  /o °e -At||eM*(.4s — A ) f\ \d t  
<  / 0“  e -Xt^ l \\W (s )f\\d t 
=  (A—u;0) - l ||W '(s)/||.
Since W  is strongly continuous and W (0)g  =  0 for a ll y  E D (A ),  it follows that 
lim .,-^ Ra(X ){A a — A) f  =  0. □
P ro o f o f  T h e o re m  3.2: For /  E D (A ),
\\Vn( { ) f - S ( t ) f \ \  <  \\V n{ { ) f - e ‘A^ f \ \
+  -  S ( f ) / | | .
Since lim ,,-,^  ||V'r'l ( ^ ) /  — eM*/»/|| =  0 by Lemma 3.6, i t  remains to be shown that
lim  etA,/nf  =  S (t) f .  (3.18)n-foo  x '  7
Let Ra and u; 0  be as in  Lemma 3.6. For /  E D{A)  and A > u /0, we obtain from 
statement (iv) o f Lemma 3.6 tha t R ( X , A ) f  =  Ra(X)(X—A a) R ( X , A ) f .  Then,
Ra( X ) f - R ( X , A ) f  =  Rs(X ) f  — Ra(X)(X—A a) R ( X , A ) f
=  Ra( X ) [ ( X - A ) - ( X - A a) ] R ( X , A ) f  (3.19)
=  Ra(X)(Aa — A) R( X, A) f ,
Since /  E D( A)  implies th a t R ( X , A ) f  E D(.42), it  follows from  Lemma 3.7 and
(3.19) tha t lim„_wo/?s(A )/ =  R ( X , A ) f  fo r a ll A >  u0. Then, w ith  the boundedness 
condition for etA,A af  proven in  statement ( ii)  o f Lemma 3.6, i t  follows from The­
orem 2.4 and statement (i) o f Lemma 3.4 tha t lim 3_,o eM* /  =  S ( t ) f  uniform ly for 
t  E [0,T ] fo r a ll /  E D (A ), from  which statement (3.18) follows. □
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One well-accepted meaning o f s tab ility  for convergent methods that is also 
im plied by defin ition (1.4) is tha t when the in it ia l value has a small error, the 
approximated solution has a small error too. However, approximation methods 
satisfying only conditions (i) and (ii) o f Theorem 3.2 may not necessarily be stable 
in  th is  sense, but are stable in  a sense very close to this.
Theorem  3.3 Suppose that condition (a) o f Theorem 3.2 is strengthened to the
follow ing. There exists a constant M  >  0 such that fo r  a ll f  6  D(A) . t  6 [0.5] and
nG N ,
| |V » r t( i) /  _  v»(f)/|| <  tA /e— (||/||+ ||4 /||). (3.20)
Then fo r  each f  € D ( A )  and each sequence { / „ }  C D(A)  with
l i m | | / „ - / | |  +  | | . 4 ( / „ - / ) | | = ° ,  (3.21)«—>oo
lim „_+0OV'’(£ )" /n  =  S ( t ) f  un ifo rm ly f o r t  in  compact in terval [0 ,T ] fo r  any T  >  0.
Proof: For f € D ( A ) ,  Theorem 3.2 implies tha t lim „_fooK ( ^ ) " /  =  S ( t ) f  un iform ly 
for te [0 ,T ] .  I t  then suffices to  show that for any sequence { / „ }  satisfying (3.21),
lim „_ ,0OV/ ( ^ ) '1 ( / „ —/ )  =  0 (3.22)
un ifo rm ly for t e [ 0, r ] .
For /  6  D(A)  and a sequence { / „ }  satisfying (3.21), we have that
n v ( i ) " ( / . - / ) i i  =  ii a t ,  [ v t i ) * ( / . - / ) - w y ‘ - i( / . - / ) ] + ( / . - / ) »
< \\U-f\\+ EE., l|V (i)*(/„ -/) -  
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I t  then follows from  (3.20) tha t
<  11/ . - / 11+ s l ,  l. m s *  [ i i / „ - / i i + i w / . - / ) i i ]
= if.-n+tMe*  [ II/.-/II + ||.4(/„-/)||] 
< (l+(W r»)[||/.-/|| + l|.4(/„—/)||],
Then statement (3.22) follows from (3.21).
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4 Applications
In  this chapter, we app ly Theorem 3.3 to the unstable but Von-Neumann stable 
temporal approxim ation method given in Chapter 1, an A D I type factorized tempo­
ra l discretization method, and a domain decomposition based factorized tem poral 
approximation method. For sim plicity, our discussion is restricted to the H ilbe rt 
space case.
4.1 The Unstable but Von Neumann Stable Method
In Section 1.2, we have considered the evolutionary system
on the H ilbert space E  :=  { /  6 I 2[0, 7r] : / (0 )  =  f ( i r )  =  0} w ith  .4 +  .4i +  
.42, where A i f  =  / " ,  A o f  =  YlkLi ( / ,  e**) e*.. We also investigated the temporal 
approximation method
s tab ility  condition (1.18). Now as an application o f Theorem 3.3, we shall prove 
tha t this temporal d iscretization method satisfies the follow ing statement.
S ta te m e n t 4.1 For f  E D ( A ) ,  and any sequence C .D(A) with
lim ^oo V ( £ ) nf n =  S ( t ) f  uniform ly fo r  t  6  [0 ,T ] fo r  any T  >  0, where S  is the
and showed that i t  is unstable in  the classical sense but satisfies the Von Neumann
semigroup generated by .4.
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Proof: Since ,42 is bounded, D (A )  =  D ( A \ ) .  Thus D(A)  C D (V (t)°°). Since 
generates a contraction semigroup and .42 is bounded, i t  follows immediately tha t 
the map is continuous for a ll /e D ( -4 ) .
The three inequalities (1.20), (1.21) and (1.23) fire combined into
l l ( / - M ') - ' l l  < i.
' II ( / +  ^ .4,) ( / — , ) - 1II <  1. (4.1)
\ \I +  i-4211 ^  1 +  t.
For t >  0, denote Y( t )  :=  ( /+ t - 42) ( /+ ^ -4 i ) ( /  — ^.41)-1 , that is,
Then (4.1) implies that ||^00 || <  1 + t .  Now for /  & D (A )  and n g N .
m t r i f - v ( t r f \ \  =  iik(<)“ [^(() -  f l/il  
= iK M .A .r'n i)" [( /+ u 2)( /+ m ,) - ( /- | .4 ,) ]  /ii 
= (||( /-M ,)- 'V (()"  [ ( /+ M 2).4 -  5-42] /||
<  (||y(t)“ [(/+1.42).4 -  i.4*] /II, 
where the hist inequality is du to  (4.1). From the inequality ||V'(f)|| <  1 +  1 we 
have that
||K(t)*H/ -  V'WVII < ( ( l + ()“||[(/+ i.42).4 -1 .4 |]/|| 
< i E“-[||( /+ 1.42).4/|| +  ||1.4|/||]
< ie“'[ ( l  +1)||.4/|| +  i||/||]
< fc"'[t'||.4/|| +  e'||/||]
< te2n( [||.4/|| 4- ll/ll].
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Now, for fED(A2) and nG N ,
\\V[t)M! - V m - t V { t f A f \ \  =  \ \ V ( t r [ V ( t ) - I - t A ] f \ \
=  |K/-HO“ ^ (O re (Z+M0-C/-44,) ( / - t4 ) ] / [ [
Set W(t)  :=  ^(.42—.4o). Obviously, the map t * -+ W ( t ) f  is continuous and W ( 0 ) f  =  
0 for all /G  D ( A 2). Then, by Theorem 3.3, lim ,,.**  / „  =  S ( t ) f  uniform ly
4.2 ADI-type Factorized Methods
In this section, we use Theorem 3.3 to exmaine the convergence o f the popular 
ADI-type temporal approxim ation methods.
Lem m a 4.1 Suppose that A  generates a Co-semigroup and satisfies the quasi- 
dissipative condition
for f € [0 , r ]  for T  >  0. □
R e (.4 /, / )  <  ^ | | / | |2 fo r  a ll f £ D ( A ) (4.2)
fo r  some constant ui >  Q. Then the Crank-Nicolson method
satisfies the stability condition
r ( t ) | | < e ^  fo r  a ll tG[0, £]. (4.3)
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Proof: Since .4 generates a Co-semigroup, i t  follows tha t ( /  —f.4 )~ ‘ e L (E) for
f e [0 , £). Since ( /  — I-4 )-1 and ( /  +  £.4) commute on D(A)  fo r £E[0, 1], it  follows 
that the s ta b ility  conclusion (4.3) is equivalent to tha t | |( /  +  | . 4 ) ( /  — }.4 )_ If/|| <  
e2wt|MI f ° r  { ]€£■  Replacing ( I  — 4-4)- l </ by / ,  this is equivalent to
W  +  h A ) f \ \ < e ^ \ \ ( I - i A ) f \ \  f o r« G [0 , i ] , /6 D ( .4 ) .  (4.4)
Squaring the le ft hand side o f the above inequality, we obtain
| | ( /  +  §.4) / | |2 =  ||(1 +  y ) /  +  5 < - 4  —  i * / ) / | | 2
=  ( l + f ) 2| | / r  +  ( ( l + f ) f l e ( ( . 4 - u , ) / , / )  +  i i | | ( . 4 - ^ / I P .
Squaring the right hand side o f inequality (4.4), we obtain
e'“ ' l l ( / - 5 . 4 ) / l l 2 =  e '“ ' | | ( l - f  ) / - | ( . 4 - u , ) / | |2
= «*- [ | l - f ) 2H /||--t(l-f)H e ((.W )/,/) + 'Jll' Y lffl] •
Therefore, (4.4) holds as long as
f [ ( l + f  ) + ( l - f  ) c ^ ] R e ( ( A - v ) f . f )  <  [(1- f  ) V '“ ' - ( H f ) 2] ||/||»  (4.5)
for a ll f 6 [0 ,;1 ] and f e D ( A ) .  Since *[(1 +  ^ )  +  ( l - y ) e ' lu" ] >  0 for all t e [0, 3], 
and Re ((.4—«/)/, / )  <  0 by the quasi-dissipativity assiunption, i t  follows that (4.5) 
holds i f  (1 — ^ ) - e ut — ( l- t- ^ ) 2 >  0 for £ € [0 , 1], which is obviously equivalent to
( l - f J e ^ ' - U + f )  > 0  f o r * 6 [0 , i ] ,  (4.6)
Let h(t)  :=  (1—|)e 21 — (1 + 1 ) for t G [0 ,1]. Obviously h is differentiable on [0 ,1] 
and h'(t)  =  ( |  -  t)e2t -  1. Since h'(t)  >  (1 -  t)e2t >  0 for t e [0, 1], i t  follows that 
the function t h(t)  is increasing on [0 ,1], Again since h(0) =  0, i t  follows that 
h(t)  >  0 fo r £ 6 [0 ,1]. Therefore, h(ud) >  0 fo r £€[0, -1], which is exactly (4.6). □
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T h e o re m  4.1 Suppose that A  =  .4t +.4-> with D(A)  C D ( A i )n D ( A o )  generates a 
Co-semigroup S, and there exists a constant u> >  0 such that
Re(.4, / , / )  <  u/H/ll2 fo r  a ll f e D ( A )  (4.7)
f o r  i  =  1,2. Let [V ( t )  : t 6  [0, -5] be a fam ily  o f linear operators given by
V(t)  =  ( /  -  | .4 [)  ( /  — 5.4-2) ( /  +  5-4->) ( /  +  4-41) -
Then, fo r  f € D ( A )  and { / „ } “ =1 C D {A )  w ith  | | / - / „ | |  +  | | - 4 ( / - / „ ) | |  =  0,
the lim it  lim ^o o  V/ri( ^ ) / „  =  S ( t ) f  exists uniform ly fo r  t in  compact subsets o f 
[0,oo), where S is the Co-semigroup generated by .4.
Proof: By the Lum er-Phillips theorem, condition (4.7) implies tha t ||(A—u;)(A— 
.4,-) —11| <  1 for A >  u/ for i  =  1,2. Th is  is equivalent to | | ( / —£.4;)_1|| <  (1— *j t)~l 
for £6[0, j )  and i =  1,2. Since (1 — u;£)_l <  e2iJt for £€[0, ^ ] ,  we obtain that
| | ( /  -  (4.8)
for £6 [0 ,; j] and i  =  1,2. For £€ [0,L ],  let
Y(t )  :=  ( / _ i . 4 2)-1( / + M - 2) ( / + M 1) ( / - | . 4 1)-1.
By Lemma 4.1, the quasi-dissipativity condition (4.7) implies tha t
l |V '( £ ) | |< e ^  (4.9)
for £€ [0, 4 ] and i =  1, 2.
Let £€[0,41- Then D (A ) C D ( V ( t ) ° ° )  and the map t * - + V { t ) f  is continuous for 
f e D ( A ) .
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For /g D (.4 )  and n g N ,
r ( t r 7  -  v' w v i i  =  ( i i v " ( 0 ( / - | ^ t ) - ' ( / - M 2r ' . 4 / i i
=  i | | ( /  -  i . 4 , r 'V ( t ) “ ( /  -  i.4 2)-“.4 /||.
Then, by (4.S) and (4.9),
\ \ V ( t ) ^ f - V ( t ) nf \ \  <  tW A fW ^ ie ^ ) ^ 1
<  tWAfWe6^ 1.
Now for /6 Z ) ( .4 2) and n g N ,
m n -m -f-m trA fw  = fiiv-m [u -p i,/^ /-w  - /] ,4/n
=  ( | | ( / - i .4 ,) - 'V ( f ) "  [ ( / — ( /—5-4|)].4/| |
< f rV ^ T H  [(/-J.+;)-1 -  ( /- i- l,)]  .4/11
<  tc °— 1| [ ( / - 4 .4 , ) - 1 -  (7 -4 .4 ,) ]  .4 /||.
Let \V(t)  =  ( I  — t;Ao ) ~ 1 — ( /  — 1.41) for t 6  [0 ,3 ]. Clearly, the map 1 W ( t ) f  
is continuous and W (Q ) f  =  0 for a ll /  6 D (A i ) .  Since D (A )  C  D(.4t)nD(.4->), 
it  follows that .4 /  6 D ( A i )  for a ll /  6 D(.42). and hence the map 1 i-» W ( t ) A f  is 
continuous and W (0 )-4 / =  0 for f ^ D ( A - ) .  Then by Theorem 3.3, for any sequence 
{ / „ } * t C D ( . 4 )  w ith  l i m ^  | j / - / „ | |  4 -| | . 4 ( / - / „ ) | |  =  0, the lim it  UmVr( ^ ) "  / „  =  
S ( t ) f  exists uniform ly fo r t in  compact subsets o f [0,oo). □
4.3 A Domain Decomposition Method
In  th is  section, we use Theorem 3.3 to analyze the convergence o f an operator 
sp littin g  based domain decomposition method (see [40, 41]). A  description o f the 
method is given below.
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We consider the homogeneous in itia l-boundary value problem
§-t u ( t , x ,y )  =  A u ( t , x , y )  t >  0, ( x , i j ) e P ,
' u( t ,x ,y )  = 0  t >  0, ( x , y ) e d P ,  (4-10)
u(0 , x , y )  = f { x . y )  f e D { A ) ,  ( x , y ) e P
V
in the H ilbe rt space
£  =  { / S l 2(f!)  : H /lle  :=  ^11/11? +  ||.4 /|g  <  * , / ( * . » )  =  0 for ( x . i , ) S 3P.} ,
where Q is a two dimensional rectangular domain. The domain P. is divided into 
p  open subdomains f l [ ,  flo, •, Pp (e.g. as in Figure 1), where these subdomains 
do not contain any part o f  the interface boundary and thus are disjoint. And the 
interface boundaries are defined <is the set o f points which are on the boundary o f 
the subdomains and are in  the in terior o f P. We denote the interface boundaries 
by B.  Then the complement o f the interface boundary is B c =  P.[ U Po U • • • U Pp, 
and then P. =  B c U B.
Px n 2 Pp-l P p
Figure 1
We discretize the domain P  un ifo rm ly in each dimension w ith  mesh size h =  
max(hx,hy), obtaining a discrete grid
Ph =  Vj) •' i  =  0, 1, • • • , m, and j  =  0 , 1, • * • r n },
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where x,_ i and r,- are neighboring coordinates in the x-dimensiou, and r/y-i and 
yj  are neighboring coordinates in  the y-dimension w ith  (x 0 , y j ). (x,ri, </j). (x ,,f/0)> 
( x i , yn) on the boundary dCl. We define a fin ite  dimensional function space Eh on 
the discrete domain by
E h =  { / G l 2(fi,,) : f { x , y )  = 0  for {x,y)  e d P .n n , , } ,
w ith  the inner product defined as
( f ’ 9)h =  “  [ ( f ’ S)* +  (A h f ,A hg).2}
i l l  11
for f , y  6 £/,, where I and w respectively are the length (|x0 — x m|) and w idth 
(\Uo~Un\)  (>f the rectangidar domain Cl, and .4/, is the discrete spatial approximation 
o f .4.
W ith  both the decomposition and discretization o f the domain Cl ready, we 
define the decomposition o f the discrete domain Clh s im ply by inheriting the de­
composition o f the orig inal domain:
Clh,i =  Clh n  Cli for «' =  1, 2, • • •, p,
Bh =  Clh n  B .
Then our domain decomposition algorithm  for com puting the solution at the 
(n + l) - th  tim e step from the current n -th  tim e step is as follows.
1. Compute u£+l at Bh using an explicit scheme. These computed data provide the 
interface boundary conditions.
2. Compute u j*1 on the subdomains using any unconditional stable scheme with 
the interface boundary conditions computed at step 1.
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3. Throw away the interface boundary condition computed at step 1, bring back un 
on B/,, and then implicitly recompute iz£+l on Bh.
There are several choices for the exp lic it operator in  step 1, for the im p lic it 
subdomain solvers in step 2, and for the im p lic it replacement operator in step 3. 
For the convenience o f discussion, we choose the exp lic it scheme in step 1, and the 
im p lic it scheme for both step 2 and 3.
We first introduce some notations for the representation o f our algorithm . De­
fine two operators .-b,j .4/,, .4/,,-_> := X Bc Ah, where Xs is the characteristic
m atrix  for a subset 5  o f ft/, defined by
Thus Xs is a diagonal m a trix  that has 0 everywhere except at the positions corre­
sponding to the grid  points in the subset S. The two matrices .4/,j and .4/,,2 are 
hence •restrictions” o f .4/, on Bh and Bft respectively. They form a sp litting  o f 
m atrix  .4/,, namely, Ah =  Ah,i +  -4/,,2. I t  is easy to see that the matrices Ai,.i and 
.4/, o have several rows whose entries are all zero. For the m atrix  .4/l t , the non-zero 
rows correspond to the grid points on the interface boundary, and the non-zero 
rows o f the m atrix  Aha correspond to the grid points on the subdomains. I f  we 
order the grid points in such a way tha t the grid  points on the interface bound­
aries are listed before the grid  points in  the subdomains f i gc as in  the ordering 
uh =  {uBk uB' ) t , then w ith  any spatial approxim ation method, the m a trix  Ah has
uh(x),  i 6 5 ,
0, x £ S .
the form A h =  (£) £ *), where
(4.11)
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W ith  the notations given above, the domain decomposition method is representable 
by (see [41] for its  derivation)
“ /T*1 =  Af-4fc,t) 1 +  Xaeh u l  (4.12)
T h e o re m  4.2 Let V ( t ,h )  denote the error amplification m atrix  o f method (4-12) 
fo r  ( f , h) 6  [0, 1] x  (0, 1), namely,
V ( t ,h )  =  ( I —tAh.i)~l [*b *  +  ( / —M /,,2)_l( /+ t.4 /,, i) ]  .
Suppose that fo r  each h 6  (0,1), there exists a projection operators Pi, : E  —► Ei, 
such that fo r  each f  (=D(A).
sup/.edu, \\PiJ \ \ i, <  -V/II/Hb,
(4.13)
suP/ie(o,i) ll-4/.P/./||/« <  -V/(/) fo r  some M ( f )  >  0,
and
lim  \\A ,,P,,f -  P/,.4/11/, =  0. (4.14)
//.4 /,.i and .4/,o urc dissipative, then the lim it
l im | | V t i / . ) " f i 1/ - f i , S ( t ) / | | k = 0
ft —► «
holds un ifo rm ly fo r  t in  compact intervals, where S(t) is the semigroup generated 
by .4.
L e m m a  4.2 The follow ing inequalities hold fo r  h 6 (0 , e) and f & E f , .
( i )  i m a r / I U  <  | |( / - t .4 M) / | | , , / 0r n € N ;
( i i )  | |H M 0 " + 7 - V M m  <  ( | | ^ / | | 4 / o r n s N ;
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( iii)  \ \V ( t ,h r lf - V ( t , h ) nf - t V ( t J i ) \ l hf \ \h < { % A l f \ \h for n e N .
Proof: (i) Let V { t ,h )  =  ( / — V(t )  ( I —tAh,i)~l , namely,
V  —XBh ^Brh (4.15)
A h. i + A ^ i ) f , f ^ h <  0 for all 
/ €  Eh- It then follows tha t
W^Bh /Wh +  t ((-4/1.1+.4,, , ) / , / ) ^  <  | |*B * / ||h .  
which further implies that
II x bh f \ \ i  +  t { (A h . \+ A h \ ) f , f } h <  || * B* /||h  +  IM h .i/H h -
Move t ^(.4/,,i + - 4 ^ ) / ,  / )  to the right hand side o f the above inequality, and we 
obtain
I I - V / I I *  <11 xBAf-tAu)/fh (4.16)
for a ll /€ .£ /,.  The d issipa tiv itv o f .4h.i also implies that ( /  — exists. Then
(4.16) is equivalent to
II -’£»» <  II (4.17)
And sim ilarly, we can also prove that
II*bS(/-m ».j )-,/1U<I|Xss/IU. (4.18)
I t  then follows from  (4.15), (4.17) and (4.18) that
IIV7HI =  n^Sfc( / - t ^ , i ) - i/ i i^ + ||xB, ( / _ t . 4 ^ r i r i/||^
^ llXs* f i l l  +  ||*bj {I-HAh, i ) { [ - tA h,i)~lf l h.
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A  straightforward calculations using the m atrix  form (4.11) o f .4/,j and Ah , 2  reveals 
tha t
+  =*Bj; f ,
= X B' f ,  (4.20)
*B ck (I + t .4/,.i ) ( I —tAh,i)~l f  =X-b i /■ 
for all / .  Then it  follows from  (4.19) that
WfUi < ll**, /||; + M l  = ..........*
which implies tha t
Now for f  £  Eh,
lliil/ ,  < 1. (4.21)
||V(*, h )“ / i u  =  K - ( / - t - 4 A.,)/|U
<  | | ( /—1.4ft.,)/||a,
where the last inequality is due to  the (4.21) and the inequality | | (/— )—11|/, <  1 
im plied by the d iss ipa tiv itv  o f AhA.
( ii)  For f e E h ,
iivv,A)’+i/-n ‘,A)viu = iiv(i.*mi.w-/]iift
=  | |( / - i.4 f t . , ) - ' V" ( I —tAh, i ) [V [ t ,h ) f  -  / II I*
<  ||( /-1 .4 ft.1)[V t(,/1) / - / | | | f t ,
(4.22)
where the last inequality is due to the (4.21) and the inequality |j(/— 11|* <  1
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im plied by the d issipa tiv ity o f Ah,i- And
( I - t A h,y)[V( tJ i ) f  - f \  =  ( I - t A hA) V ( t , h ) f - ( I - t A hA) f
=  [*B*+*BJ ( / —^ -4/1o)- l (/+ L4 /l> 1) ] /  — ( /— 
=  XB{ [ U - *-4/,,2)-1 ( /  +  < .4m ) — ^ ] /  +  t-4 ; , . i/
=  XB‘k ( I  — t-^h,2)~ltAhf  +  tAh,lf  
=  [*b j ( / —£-4/,o)- I+  ^sJ i-4 /,/.
(4.23)
Then i t  follows from (4.22) that
iiv(<,/t) '* + 7 - v ^ , /o n/n ;i <  \ \*B‘h( i - t A h:2)-'tAflf \ \ i + \ \ x Bl, t A „ m
<  II *BJ tAkfWl  +  II x bh tA h f \ \ l  
=  WtAhfWb
where the second inequality is due to (4.18).
( iii)  For f e E h,
I I V ( t ,  / i ) " + l  /  -  V(t,  h)*f -  tV(t ,  h)*Ahf\\h 
=  \ \ v ( t j i y [ v ( t j i ) f - f - t A h/]\\h
(4.24)
=  \ \ ( I - t A llA)- l V ^ I - t A hA) [ V ( t , h ) f  - f -  t A hf] \ \h 
<  \ \ ( I - t A hA) [ V { t , h ) f  -  f  - t A ltf \ \ \h.
And from (4.23) we have that
( I— h) f —f —t Ahf ]  =  [XBck{ I—£ - 4 / . , 2 ) - i + * b J  t A h f —(I—tAh,i)tAhf
=  [^ bj (F—t-4/,t2)-1— +t-4fc.i]t.4/,/
=  [^ b j  { { I —tAi,^)~[—1} +  tAh. i l tAhf  
=  [ * b j  { I—tA)ly2)~ltAh.2 +  tAh^jtAhf 
=  [XBj  [ I - t A h ^ T 1 * b i +  x BkY2A 2hf ,
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which, together w ith  (4.24), implies that
h )n+1 /  -  V(t,  h)nf  -  tV ( t ,  h)nA hf \ f i
<  || * a ;  ( I - t A n a r ^ A n o A n f l l i  +  ||
<  II XR[ 1? AhsAhfWl  +  II *Bk t2 M ,f\\h  
=  II *bj P A i m  + II Xflt ?A l f \ \ i
= w ? A im ,
where the second inequality is clue to (4.18). □
P ro o f  o f  T h e o re m  4.2: Define a product space
E  =  ( { / / * }  : /»€(0,<S), / / ,€£ / , ,  | | { / / , } !  =  sup II//.II/, <  o o l ,
I  * 6 ( 0 . 1 )  J
and define an operator A  on E  by A { f i , } =  {.4 /,//,}. Since D(.4/t ) =  £/,, the domain
of A  is obviously £>(.4) =  { { / / , }  e E  : sup/l6(0 l) H-4/,//,||/, <  o o | . I t  is easy to verify
that A  is closed. And since .4/, =  .4/,.i 4- -4/,o and Ah.uAh .-2 dissipative, so is
the operator A .  Then A  generates a Co-semigroup S. Again define two operators
and A -2 on D ( A )  by
-4 i { / / i }  :=  {-4/,.i/fc}, A z { fh }  :=  {A^- i fh}-
Then s im ila rly  we can show tha t A i  and A -2 generate Co-semigroups Si and S> 
respectively. I t  is easy to verify tha t for t >  0,
(4.25)
( / - O t 2) - ‘ =  { ( /  —f.4w ) - ' } .
Now, we define a temporal method to  approximate the semigroup S.  For 16 
[0,1], define W (t )  by W ( t ) { f h }  =  { V ( t , h ) fh }  for 16 [0 ,1 ]. I t  is easily verifiable
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that for each £6 [0,1], W(t) is linear and
W ( t ) f  =  ( /  -  t A i ) - l [W x +  W2( I  -  t A 2 )~ l U ( t ) ] f  (4.26)
for f e D ( A ) ,  where
Wl =  i X Bk b
< W> =  {X g . } ,  (4-27)
U(t)  =  { ( / -H .4 ,, ,) } .
To see tha t D ( A )  C /^ (W ^ )00) for a ll t 6  [0. 1], let /  =  { / / , }  6  D ( A ) .  Then by
statement (i) o f Lemma 4.2, for any ArgN and 16 [0,1],
m t , h ) kM \h  <  l ! ( / - ^ / , . ) M U
<  ||//i||/. +  £|| A„fu\\h
<  ||//i||/. +  £||-4/,/h||/i.
Since { f h } E D ( A ) ,  we have that sup/l€(01) {ll/fclkll-4fc/fc||fc} <  «>» so
\ W { t ) kf \  =  snPhe{QA)\ \V ( tJ i )kf h\\h 
<  SUP/.€(0.I){ll/h||/< + f l|-4 /./*l|/.}
< 00,
which means tha t /£Z?(VV’( f)ao).
Next, we shall show tha t for each f £ D (A ) .  W(t) f  is continuous in  t. Since A\ 
and Az are dissipative, i t  follows tha t fo r / £ E, the maps t t-+ ( /  — tA i)~ l f  and 
1 (I  — tA2)~l f  are continuous. Since W\ and W o are bounded operators on E, to 
show tha t W (t) f  is continuous in  t for f £ D (A ) ,  i t  suffices to show th a t t h* U(t)f  
is continuous for /  GD(A ). Now le t /  =  { / / , }  6  D(A),  and let t , f  £  [0 ,1]. Then, 
| U(t) f  — U( t ' ) f \  =  |  {(£ — f)Ah,ifh}  |  <  (t — O M / I »  f r ° m which i t  follows that 
t U ( t ) f  is continuous for each f £ D (A ) .
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For f€D(A) ,  by definition of |  • |  we have that
\ W { t ) n+l f  - W n{ t ) f l  =  suphe(0>1) \ \V ( tJ i ) ' l+ l f h - V ( t , h ) nfh\\h
<  suPh6(0.i) WtAnfnWn 
=  t f A f l
where the inequality above is due to  Leraina 4.2. And for /  €  D ( A 2), we can also 
obtain the following immediately from  Lemma 4.2.
| W (t ) n+lf -  W ( t ) nf  -  t W ( t ) nA f l  <  f2M 2/ | .
Then i t  follows from Theorem 3.2 tha t for f  £ D ( A ) ,
Urn W ^ r f  =  S ( t ) f  (4.28)n—foo *
un ifo rm ly in  compact intervals. Let f s D ( A ) .  Then (4.13) implies that { P h f }  € 
D (A ) .  I t  is easy to see that S(t)  =  {eM*} .  Then we obtain from  (4.28) that
lim  sup \ \V { t / n ,h ) nPhf  -  etAh P,,f\\h =  0 (4.29)
un ifo rm ly  for t in  compact intervals for each /  6  D(A).  Since .4/, is dissipative
for each h e (0, 1), the semigroups {e4*-1*}/»€(o.i) are uniform ly norm-bounded by 1.
Since etAh =  (e»-‘l* )n, the assumption (4.14) and the spatia lly discrete version o f 
the Chernoff’s product formula (see [28], pp 96) im p ly  that for / e D ( . 4 ) ,
lim  \\etAkP h f -  PhS(t)f\ \ i ,  =  0 (4.30)
/i->0
un ifo rm ly for t  in  compact intervals. Then, w ith  (4.29) and (4.30), the conclusion 
o f th is  theorem follows from the inequality
\\V(t;,h)nPhf-S(t)f\U  < sup m lh r P . f - e ^ P . f lU  + W e^P nf-S it) /^  
hem)
□
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